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I. INTRODUCTION

In the Northeastern forests of the Colombian Andes, the indigenous U’wa people continue to live upon their ancestral lands and engage in their traditional cultural practices. At the heart of U’wa culture is a belief that the ancestral land that has sustained them for centuries is sacred and that oil, or “ruiria,” is the blood of Mother Earth. In 1995, the Colombian government granted Occidental of Colombia, a subsidiary of United States based multinational corporation Occidental Petroleum, an oil exploration license over portions of U’wa traditional lands. Faced with the affront of oil prospecting, the U’wa threatened to commit mass suicide rather than witness their culture and homeland destroyed. Despite several years of well-publicized protests by the U’wa against the Colombian government and Occidental as well as domestic litigation regarding the legality of the oil exploration license, Occidental was

---


2 See Two High Courts Issue Contradictory Rulings on Environmental Viability of Big Oil Project, INT’L ENVT’L DAILY, Mar. 24, 1997, at D8, available at 3/24/97 IED d8 (Westlaw) [hereinafter Two High Courts]. The license gave Occidental the right to conduct oil exploration activities in the Samore Block, which includes land in the Arauca, Boyaca, and Norte de Santander regions, all traditional U’wa homelands. See Evans, supra note 1, at 131.

3 See Evans, supra note 1, at 131.

4 Primarily, the U’wa claimed the license was issued without the observance of constitutional and other domestic legal guarantees of prior consultation. The U’wa challenged the oil license before the Colombian Constitutional Court, the highest judicial authority on constitutional guarantees, as well as the Council of State, the highest authority on decisions by government agencies. See Two High Courts, supra note 2. Despite the Constitutional Court’s ruling that the oil license violated the U’wa’s constitutional right to prior consultation, the Council of State ultimately issued a decision approving the license. See id. Thereafter, the Colombian government, through its Ministry of Foreign Affairs, requested an expert opinion from the Organization of American States with respect to the continuation of the oil project. See Danielle Knight, U’wa Tell Court: Mass Suicide Unless Oil Drilling Stops, ALBION MONITOR, Oct. 20, 1997, http://www.monitor.net/monitor/
permitted to drill within the U’wa traditional lands but ultimately failed to find oil. While the U’wa celebrated Occidental’s abandonment of its oil exploration project as a “cultural triumph,” the U’wa remained wary of oil exploration by Repsol, a Spanish multinational corporation engaging in negotiations with the Colombian government and Ecopetrol, a Colombian state owned corporation, for rights to explore oil drilling in other areas the U’wa claim constitute their traditional lands. The U’wa have publicly denounced this new state-corporate project and have refused to participate any further in a consultation process with the Colombian government. The fate of the project remains undetermined.

***

A primary objective of the contemporary indigenous rights movement has been to secure indigenous peoples’ rights to own, occupy, use, and control their traditional lands and natural resources. For indigenous peoples, the ability to

---

5 See Roberts, supra note 4.
7 See id.
8 On December 2006, the Colombian Ministry of the Interior announced that Ecopetrol would be permitted to initiate oil exploration activities within the U’wa’s ancestral land. See U’was Perdieron Guerra de 14 Años, EL TIEMPO.COM, Dec. 16, 2006, http://www.eltiempo.com/tiempoimpresso/edicionimpresa/nacion/2006-12-16/ARTICULO-WEB-NOTA_INTERIOR-3368147.html (last visited Feb. 10, 2007). The Ministry of the Interior declared that the Colombian government employed all necessary measures to allow the U’wa’s participation in a process of prior consultation, but that the U’wa nevertheless refused to participate. Id. To date, the U’wa continue to threaten mass suicide in response to the looming exploitation of their lands and resources. Id.
9 The contemporary indigenous human rights movement has centered on indigenous peoples’ claims to self-determination. For analyses of self-determination as applied to indigenous peoples, see Catherine J. Iorns, Indigenous Peoples and Self-Determination: Challenging State Sovereignty, 24 CASE W. RES. J. INT’L L. 199 (1992); Russel Lawrence Barsh, Indigenous Peoples in the 1990s: From Object to Subject of International Law? 7 HARV. HUM. RTS. J. 33 (1994); see also S. JAMES ANAYA, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 15–34 (2d ed. 2004). The achievement of some level of self-determination depends, in part, on indigenous peoples’ ability to secure their lands and resources. Specifically, indigenous peoples depend on their lands for the preservation of their culture and the practice of their religion as well as for their subsistence and economic development. See U.N. Econ. & Soc. Council [ECOSOC], Sub-Comm’n on Prevention of Discrimination & Prot. of Minorities, Transnational Investments and Operations in the
reside communally upon their lands and to operate under traditional land tenure systems is inextricably tied to the preservation of their culture and religion.\textsuperscript{10} Indigenous peoples have been largely successful in gaining recognition of these unique ties to their ancestral lands at the international level, particularly under the human rights regime.\textsuperscript{11} As a result, states now bear specific human rights responsibilities to indigenous peoples with respect to the management of their traditional lands and, furthermore, have been found accountable for violations of such responsibilities.\textsuperscript{12} Nevertheless, the protection of indigenous peoples’ land rights continues to pose a challenge at the operational level.\textsuperscript{13} This challenge is due, in part, to the corporate interests that impact indigenous land rights yet bear little accountability to the indigenous peoples involved.

As illustrated by the plight of the U’wa, indigenous peoples around the world continue to exercise their traditional ways of life in areas coveted by corporate interests for natural resource exploitation and large scale land

\begin{flushright}


\textsuperscript{11} See infra Part II(A)–(B).

\textsuperscript{12} See infra text accompanying notes 40–43.

Arguably, the most significant violations of indigenous peoples’ land rights occur in the context of a hybrid state-corporate enterprise, where through a collaborative legal arrangement, a state effectively delegates many of its human rights responsibilities toward indigenous peoples to a joint corporate actor. As indigenous peoples continue to advocate for the protection of their rights to lands and resources, theories of corporate responsibility and accountability deserve attention. To that end, this Article develops approaches to corporate responsibility and accountability in the context of indigenous land rights. Specifically, the analysis in this Article bridges two recent streams of scholarly literature. One stream of scholarship analyzes international law’s treatment of indigenous peoples’ claims with respect to lands and resources vis-à-vis state actors and another breadth of scholarly literature that describes and analyzes the specific struggle for land rights faced by indigenous peoples in different localities.
another analyzes international law’s treatment of corporate responsibility and accountability with respect to human rights abuses.\(^{17}\) Drawing from these two streams of scholarship, this Article develops approaches to corporate responsibility and accountability in the specific context of indigenous land rights.\(^{18}\) It further engages scholarship that addresses the complexities of ascribing meaningful accountability under international law to a corporate actor engaged in a state-corporate enterprise.\(^{19}\) More broadly, this Article provides a framework for developing other context-specific analyses of corporate responsibility and accountability under international law.\(^{20}\) Analyses that focus


\(^{18}\) The theoretical framework presented in this Article is also grounded in the experiences of indigenous peoples as documented in a series of United Nations reports. See supra notes 9, 10, 13. These reports not only lend support to the analyses in this Article, but also illustrate the progression of indigenous peoples’ status under international law.


\(^{20}\) Many scholars have focused on designing all-encompassing theories of corporate responsibility and accountability applicable to a diverse range of human rights violations.
on the impact of corporate actors in a specific human rights context are a
necessary complement to generalized discussions of international corporate
regulation with respect to human rights violations.

Part II begins by examining the primary developments in contemporary
categorizations of indigenous land rights that raise implications for
developing approaches to corporate responsibility and accountability. Part III
analyzes both the limitations and possibilities of grounding approaches to
corporate responsibility and accountability within the discourse of human
rights. Part IV suggests three specific approaches that could serve to impose
responsibilities on corporate actors and to guarantee compliance with those
responsibilities: a voluntarist approach, a state-centered approach, and a hybrid
state-corporate approach. This Article proposes that there are possibilities
within the discourse of human rights for designing a regime of corporate
responsibility and accountability that specifically addresses the protection of
indigenous peoples’ land rights. It ultimately concludes that a hybrid state-
corporate approach potentially offers the more effective means of
operationalizing indigenous peoples’ land rights vis-à-vis corporate actors.

II. INDIGENOUS LAND RIGHTS UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

There are three primary developments in the contemporary understanding
of indigenous land rights that raise important implications for a theorization of
corporate responsibility and accountability. First, the international legal order
has recognized that indigenous land rights constitute human rights. Second,
international law recognizes specific substantive and procedural indigenous
land rights. Third, international institutions have acknowledged that forms of
hybrid state-corporate activity have significant, and generally adverse,
consequences for the indigenous peoples involved. The recognition of
indigenous land rights within the discourse of human rights suggests that such
discourse should be explored as an appropriate locus for an analysis of
corporate responsibility and accountability. Moreover, the specific recognition
of the significant role played by corporate actors involved in a hybrid state-
corporate enterprise suggests the necessity for such analysis.

A. Indigenous Land Rights as Human Rights

Indigenous land rights have been historically limited and problematized
under international law. Nevertheless, the human rights principles of the United
Nations’ post-World War II Charter have propelled the creation of a human
rights regime supportive of indigenous peoples’ contemporary claims with

See supra note 17. While, clearly, such theories are of great value and serve to systematically
unpack a host of complexities, they tend to offer only a limited treatment of the inevitable
discrepancies that exist between the specific roles and impact of corporate actors in varying
contexts of human rights abuses.
respect to their lands and resources. The recognition of indigenous land rights as human rights bears specific consequences not only for the conceptualization of indigenous peoples’ claims vis-à-vis states, but also for the imposition of corporate responsibility and accountability in the context of the hybrid state-corporate enterprise.

It should be noted that the international legal order did not always recognize indigenous peoples as subjects of international law bearing distinct rights with respect to their lands and resources and that some of the vestiges of these earlier conceptualizations still impact contemporary analyses. In the post-Westphalian order, the doctrine of sovereignty developed from a Eurocentric perspective to privilege existing European or European-derived territorial arrangements constituting states as the proper autonomous subjects of international law. Over time, such limited perspective served to exclude indigenous social and political structures as sovereigns. In effect, indigenous lands were considered terra nullius, legally unoccupied prior to colonial “discovery.” Moreover, indigenous land rights grounded in treaties were, for the most part, considered merely moral obligations of limited concern under international law. As a result, the management of indigenous peoples’ claims to lands and resources were relegated to the domestic level and the trusteeship doctrine developed as one of the predominant domestic vehicles for managing such claims.

Eurocentric notions of sovereignty further permeated the international order’s decolonization project of the mid-twentieth century. Self-determination applied only to an overseas colonial territory as a whole, irrespective of pre-colonial enclaves of indigenous peoples existing within the colonial territories and colonizing states. As part of the decolonization

---

21 See ANAYA, supra note 9, at 49–72.
22 The 1648 Treaty of Westphalia lead to the modern conception of the territorial state. Id. at 19.
23 Id. at 19–31.
24 Id. at 26–31 (arguing that under positivist formulations international law “became a legitimizing force for colonization and empire rather than a liberating one for indigenous peoples”).
25 Id. at 29 (finding that during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, “[f]or international law purposes, indigenous lands prior to any colonial presence were considered legally unoccupied or terra nullius (vacant lands)” and that “[u]nder this fiction, discovery was employed to uphold colonial claims to indigenous lands and to bypass any claim to possession by the natives in the ‘discovered’ lands”).
26 Id. at 30.
27 Id. at 31–34; see also Robert N. Clinton, Redressing the Legacy of Conquest: A Vision Quest for a Decolonized Federal Indian Law, 46 Ark. L. Rev. 77, 129–34 (1993) (describing the evolution of the Federal Trusteeship Doctrine in the United States as initially a vehicle for describing indigenous peoples’ status as “domestic dependent nations,” then as a source for legitimizing federal authority, and ultimately as a means of limited recovery to indigenous peoples).
28 See ANAYA, supra note 9, at 54.
process, permanent sovereignty over natural resources was ultimately deemed to inhere in the state. Accordingly, the international decolonization process also failed to account for indigenous peoples’ ties to their traditional lands and resources.

Despite these historical developments, indigenous peoples have continued to raise claims regarding the ownership, use, occupancy, and control of their lands and resources. Broadly, three interrelated arguments have served as the foundation for the advocacy of indigenous land rights. Some indigenous groups and scholars have fashioned arguments for the recognition of


1. The rights of peoples and nations to permanent sovereignty over their natural wealth and resources must be exercised in the interest of their national development and of the well-being of the people of the State concerned.

2. The exploration, development and disposition of such resources, as well as the import of the foreign capital required for these purposes, should be in conformity with the rules and conditions which the peoples and nations freely consider to be necessary or desirable with regard to the authorization, restriction or prohibition of such activities.

3. In cases where authorization is granted, the capital imported and the earnings on that capital shall be governed by the terms thereof, by the national legislation in force, and by international law. The profits derived must be shared in the proportions freely agreed upon, in each case, between investors and the recipient State, due care being taken to ensure that there is no impairment, for any reason, of that State’s sovereignty over its natural wealth and resources.

Id. (emphasis added). See also Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶ 10 (explaining that “[w]hile the principle [of permanent sovereignty over natural resources] originally arose as merely a political claim by newly independent states and colonized peoples attempting to take control over their resources,” it “became a general principle of international law”). The international principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources has often been utilized by states engaged in extractive activities as a sword against the recognized interests of indigenous peoples rather than as a shield to protect their newly found independence from foreign economic control. See Dufresne, supra note 19, at 354 (finding that “[i]t is clear that treatment of legal issues concerning natural resources through the prism of permanent sovereignty is a legacy of the decolonization era” and that such doctrine “translates the assertive discourse of decolonized states that tried to rectify or counter pre-existing vectors of economic domination into legal concepts”).

31 See Anaya, supra note 9, at 53–54 (“The regime of decolonization prescriptions that were developed and promoted through the international system, however, largely bypassed indigenous patterns of association and political ordering that originated prior to European colonization.”).

32 For a thorough historical overview of the contemporary indigenous rights movement, see id. at 56–72.

indigenous land rights based primarily on the discourse of "historical sovereignty," while others have anchored their claims, at least in part, within the discourse of human rights. Some have additionally suggested that the recognition and enforcement of historical treaties could serve as a basis for securing the land rights of indigenous peoples.

Arguably, at the international level, indigenous peoples have found their greatest success under the human rights regime. The international legal order has come to recognize indigenous land rights as human rights. This specific recognition is evident in analyses from multiple international bodies that address human rights such as the United Nations Commission (now Council) on Human Rights, the United Nations Human Rights Committee, the United

---

34 Id. Specifically, Anaya proposes the following:
One strain of argument occurs essentially within a state-centered frame. Indigenous groups are referred to as ‘nations’ and identified as having attributes of sovereignty that predate and, at least to some extent, trump the sovereignty of the states that now assert power over them. . . . Under this argument, claims to land, group equality, culture, and development assistance stem from the claim of reparations for the historical injustices against entities that, a priori, should be regarded as independent political communities with full status as such on the international plane.

35 Anaya, supra note 33, at 239–40; see also Wiessner, supra note 16, at 127 (concluding that customary international law supports indigenous peoples’ claims to demarcate, own, develop, control, and use their traditional lands).

36 Of course, a right to land could flow only from a treaty that recognizes a particular claim. See Study on Treaties, supra note 13, ¶¶ 260, 265, 271 (proposing that historical treaties with indigenous peoples have international legal status and could serve as a basis for protecting indigenous peoples’ land rights and, further, arguing that “treaties/agreements or constructive arrangements have the potential to become very important tools (because of their consensual basis) for formally establishing and implementing . . . inalienable ancestral rights, in particular land rights, in the specific context of a given society”); see also Siegfried Wiessner, American Indian Treaties and Modern International Law, 7 St. Thomas L. Rev. 567 (1995) (proposing that treaties between American Indian nations and the U.S. government should have legal status under international law).

37 Id. at 240. The contemporary human rights regime recognizes the individual as well as the collective, group rights of indigenous peoples. Importantly, indigenous peoples have successfully claimed a collective right to self-determination under such regime.


39 See supra notes 9, 10, and 13.

Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination,\textsuperscript{41} the Organization of American States Commission on Human Rights,\textsuperscript{42} the Inter-American Court of Human Rights,\textsuperscript{43} and the International Labor Organization.\textsuperscript{44}

“reindeer herding in the area does not appear to have been adversely affected by such quarrying”).

\textsuperscript{41} See, e.g., Report of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, annex V, ¶ 3, U.N. GAOR, 52d Sess., Supp. No. 18, U.N. Doc. A/52/18 (1997) (finding that indigenous peoples have been “deprived of their human rights and fundamental freedoms and in particular . . . have also lost their land and resources to colonists, commercial companies, and State enterprises”).

\textsuperscript{42} See, e.g., Maya Indigenous Cmtns. of Toledo Dist. v. Belize, Case 12.053, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 40/04, OEA/Ser.L./V/II.122, doc. 5 rev. 1, ¶¶ 120, 144 (2004) [hereinafter Maya Case] (finding that Belize violated the Maya peoples’ right to property under the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man by granting logging and oil concessions to corporate actors, and further recognizing that the “effective protection of ancestral territories implies not only the protection of an economic unit but the protection of the human rights of a collective that bases its economic, social, and cultural development upon the relationship with the land”); Dann v. United States, Case 11.140, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 75/02, OEA/Ser.L./V/II.117, doc. 1 rev. 1 (2002), available at http://www.cidh.org/annualrep/2002eng/toc.htm [hereinafter Dann Case] (finding that the United States violated the Dann sisters’ “right to property under conditions of equality” with respect to the preservation of ancestral Western Shoshone lands under the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man by failing to provide the Dann sisters with the same protections enjoyed by other property holders in the United States); Enxet-Lamenxay & Kayleyphapoyyt (Riachito) Indigenous Cmtns. v. Paraguay, Case 11.713, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 90/99, OEA/Ser.L./V/II.106, doc. 6 rev. ¶ 12 (1999) (resulting in a friendly settlement between the indigenous claimants and Paraguay wherein Paraguay “recognized the existence of the indigenous communities’ right to the land, at both the domestic and international levels”); Yanomami v. Brazil, Case 7615, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 12/85, OEA/Ser.L./V/II.66, doc. 10 rev. 1 (1985) (finding that Brazil violated the rights of the Yanomami peoples with respect to their lands and resources under several provisions of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man by allowing resource exploitation, road construction, and the invasion of colonists and mining prospectors); Kichwa Peoples of Sarayaku Cmty. & Members v. Ecuador, Petition 167/03, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 64/04, OEA/Ser.L./V/II.122, doc. 5 rev. 1 ¶ 74 (2004), available at http://www.cidh.org/annualrep/2004eng/toc.htm [hereinafter Kichwa Case] (finding that “acts denounced by the [Kichwa] regarding irregularities in the consultation process conducted by the State [of Ecuador] with respect to the oil exploration and exploitation concession granted to a company to be carried in the ancestral territory of the Kichwa indigenous people of Sarayaku . . . if proved, could constitute violations of . . . the American Convention”).

\textsuperscript{43} Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua, 2001 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (ser. C) No. 79 (Aug. 31, 2001) [hereinafter Awas Tingni Case] (finding that Nicaragua violated the property rights of the Awas Tingni under the American Convention of Human Rights, despite the Awas Tingni’s lack of formal title to such lands, by granting a logging concession to a Korean transnational corporation). For a thorough review of this case, see S. James Anaya & Claudio Grossman, The Case of Awas Tingni v. Nicaragua: A New Step in the International Law of Indigenous Peoples, 19 ARIZ. J. INT’L & COMP. L. 1 (2002).

\textsuperscript{44} International Labor Organization, Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries art. 14, June 27, 1989, 28 I.L.M. 1382 [hereinafter ILO Convention No. 169]. Article 14(1) of ILO Convention No. 169 specifically provides:

Art. 14 (1). The rights of ownership and possession of the peoples concerned over the lands which they traditionally occupy shall be recognised. In addition, measures shall
Indisputably, the international legal order’s acceptance of indigenous land rights as human rights has borne significant consequences for indigenous peoples. First, such recognition has served to transfer the management of indigenous peoples’ claims regarding their lands and resources from the exclusively domestic realm to the international sphere. Indigenous land rights, in effect, function as a limit upon state claims to unbridled sovereignty regarding the management and development of lands indigenous peoples occupy or claim as their own. Locating such rights within the human rights framework requires, at a minimum, a balancing between indigenous interests and state interests. Second, arguments stemming from a human rights perspective obviate, to a substantial extent, problematized analyses of state sovereignty as well as problematized analyses of treaty recognition and interpretation. Pursuant to the human rights discourse, indigenous claims to ownership, possession, use, and control of ancestral lands do not necessarily hinge on arguments of historical first settlement or on the recognition of treaties or formal title, but upon the recognition of international human rights norms specific to indigenous peoples. From a human rights perspective, the land rights of indigenous peoples are predominantly understood in accordance with their traditional land tenure systems.

This analysis is not meant to suggest that challenges no longer exist with respect to a legal acknowledgement of indigenous peoples’ claims to lands and resources. For example, the international doctrine of permanent sovereignty over natural resources, in its original formulation, still poses some conceptual obstacles to indigenous peoples’ substantive claims to ownership and control of subsurface resources. However, even the contours of that doctrine have been

be taken in appropriate cases to safeguard the right of the peoples concerned to use lands not exclusively occupied by them, but to which they have traditionally had access for their subsistence and traditional activities. Particular attention shall be paid to the situation of nomadic peoples and shifting cultivators in this respect.

Id.

45 In the Maya case, the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights specifically highlighted that “the property rights of indigenous peoples are not defined exclusively by entitlements within a state’s formal legal regime, but also include that indigenous communal property that arises from and is grounded in indigenous custom and tradition.” Maya Case, supra note 42, ¶ 117; see also Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶ 50 (reaffirming that a “general and widely understood principle in the field of human rights” is that “even lawful state authority must be exercised in a manner that protects and respects human rights,” and therefore, “States’ legal authority over lands and resources of indigenous peoples may be sharply limited where these lands and resources are critical to the human rights of the indigenous peoples”).

46 See Maya Case, supra note 42, ¶ 150. In the Maya case, the Inter-American Commission acknowledged the “importance of economic development for the prosperity of the populations of this Hemisphere,” but also noted that “[a]t the same time, development activities must be accompanied by appropriate and effective measures to ensure that they do not proceed at the expense of the fundamental rights of persons who may be particularly and negatively affected, including indigenous communities and the environment upon which they depend for their physical, cultural, and spiritual well-being.” Id.

47 See infra Part II(B).

48 See supra note 30 and accompanying text.
met with increased scrutiny when applied from a human rights perspective to indigenous peoples’ claims.\footnote{See infra notes 62–73 and accompanying text.}

The consequences flowing from the recognition of indigenous land rights as human rights also raise implications for developing a theory of corporate responsibility and accountability. Recognition of indigenous land rights as human rights suggests that the international legal order could constitute an appropriate forum for the scrutiny of corporate behavior that not only impacts such rights but is also executed in intimate collaboration with the state. More specifically, given indigenous peoples’ relative success in articulating their claims within the human rights framework vis-à-vis states, it is worth exploring whether the same framework offers possibilities for also recognizing such claims vis-à-vis a corporate actor involved in a hybrid state-corporate enterprise. Additionally, based on contemporary affirmations of indigenous land rights, corporate responsibility and accountability should not be triggered exclusively by indigenous peoples’ formal ownership over the lands and resources at issue. Rather, corporate responsibility and accountability should focus on the significant impact that joint state and corporate conduct produces on the ability of indigenous peoples to preserve their culture, religion, and means of subsistence, and ultimately, to chart their own future.

\section*{B. Substantive and Procedural Land Rights}

Under the human rights framework, indigenous peoples have been successful in gaining recognition of specific rights to traditional lands and resources.\footnote{See supra notes 40–43 and accompanying text.} Although human rights treaties may not specifically reference the observance of indigenous peoples’ rights, treaty provisions have been interpreted to offer protection to indigenous peoples’ organizational structures and ways of life. These interpretations and myriad other institutional activities by intergovernmental organizations have given rise to a well established corpus of human rights norms that focus directly on indigenous peoples’ concerns regarding the preservation of their lands and resources. These human rights norms now serve as benchmarks for the protection of indigenous peoples in all parts of the world. Significantly, however, these norms have been articulated in the context of state responsibility, with much less attention given to their potential as a source of corporate responsibility.

The recognized substantive and procedural land rights of indigenous peoples are partly grounded on human rights articulated in declarations and treaties, such as the right to self-determination,\footnote{See International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights art. 1, ¶ 1, Dec. 16, 1966, S. Exec. Doc. D, 95–2 (1978), 993 U.N.T.S. 3; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights art. 1, ¶ 1, Dec. 19, 1966, S. Exec. Doc. E, 95–2 (1978), 999 U.N.T.S. 171.} the right to cultural integrity,\footnote{See International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, supra note 51, art. 27; see also ANAYA, supra note 9, at 134 (proposing that Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is representative of customary international law).}
and the right to property. These human rights precepts have been applied in a non-discriminatory manner to protect indigenous lands and resources and have further served as a foundation for articulating land rights specific to indigenous peoples in at least one binding treaty and, arguably, as part of customary international law.

International Labor Organization (“ILO”) Convention No. 169 concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries, which was adopted in 1989, is often referenced as a significant standard setting instrument even for states that have not ratified the convention. The convention specifically states that indigenous land rights have a collective dimension and that substantive indigenous land rights include ownership, use, possession, and control irrespective of formal title. The convention further refers to indigenous peoples’ right to prior consultation with respect to activities that could affect indigenous interests in their lands and resources.

James Anaya has proposed that the prescriptive dialogue engaged in by states and other actors in multilateral settings has served to reiterate, expand upon, and further define the core precepts found in ILO Convention No. 169. This prescriptive dialogue, which Professor Anaya considers constitutive of customary international law, is particularly evidenced, for example, in the land rights provisions found in both the United Nation’s Declaration on the Rights


54 See Anaya, supra note 9, at 148 (arguing that “[i]t is thus evident that certain minimum standards concerning indigenous land rights, rooted in otherwise accepted precepts of property, cultural integrity, non-discrimination, and self-determination, have made their way not just into conventional law but also into general or customary international law”); Wiessner, supra note 16, at 127.

55 ILO Convention No. 169, supra note 44. Significantly, in his concurring opinion in the Awas Tingni case, Judge García Ramírez references the precepts found in ILO Convention No. 169 as significant to interpreting the scope and meaning of the term “property” in the American Convention as applied to the state of Nicaragua. See Awas Tingni Case, supra note 43 (García Ramírez, J., concurring, ¶ 7).

56 ILO Convention No. 169, supra note 44, art. 13(1).

57 Id. arts. 14(1), (2).

58 Id. arts. 5(1), 14(1).

59 See Anaya, supra note 9, at 61–62 (proposing that the “prescriptive dialogue” produced by “modern international intergovernmental institutions and enhanced communications media, states, and other relevant actors” is constitutive of customary international law).
of Indigenous Peoples and the Organization of American State’s proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Based on this prescriptive dialogue, the land rights of indigenous peoples arguably include the following: 1) the right to legal recognition, demarcation, and titling of lands that indigenous peoples traditionally occupy; 2) the right to use, enjoyment, control, and development of such lands irrespective of formal title; 3) the right, at a minimum, to the use of natural resources associated with such lands; and 4) the right, at a minimum, to prior meaningful consultation when

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied, or otherwise used or acquired.
2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.
3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned.

Id. art. 26.


62 Indigenous peoples’ property rights of ownership arise from indigenous peoples’ own land tenure systems. See Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶ 53 (“[I]nternational law has developed substantially concerning the legal obligations of States to recognize, demarcate and title indigenous peoples’ rights to lands and associated resources. Legal standards now exist in international law that direct or guide States in determining what lands, territories, and resources belong to indigenous peoples.”); see also Dann Case, supra note 42, ¶ 130 (outlining “general international legal principles” concerning indigenous land rights); Maya Case, supra note 42, ¶¶ 121–56 (applying the principles outlined in the Dann case); ILO Convention No. 169, supra note 44, art. 14(2) (“Governments shall take steps as necessary to identify the lands which the peoples concerned traditionally occupy, and to guarantee effective protection of their rights of ownership and possession.”).

63 Specifically, these rights include the right to enjoy religious and cultural ties to the land and the right not to be displaced. See Indigenous Peoples’ Relationship to Their Land, supra note 10; ILO Convention No. 169, supra note 44, art. 7(1); see also Awas Tingni Case, supra note 43 (finding that the Awas Tingni had a right to use, enjoy, and control their lands despite their lack of formal title to such lands); Dann Case, supra note 42 (finding that the Dann sisters had a right to graze cattle upon their lands without the possession of formal title or the need of a United States granted permit).

64 See infra notes 67–73 and accompanying text.
a state government seeks to engage in activities upon such lands or in activities that affect indigenous rights over such lands. While the scope of substantive rights over subsurface resources and the scope of procedural rights to participation continue to evolve, these rights are nevertheless grounded in well established minimum precepts.

Specifically, indigenous peoples have succeeded in establishing their substantive right to own, use, enjoy, control, and develop surface natural resources on their traditional lands, but they have faced challenges with respect to similar substantive claims over subsurface resources. This challenge stems from state assertions under domestic property regimes of formal ownership over subsurface resources. Under international law, such assertions by states are legitimized by an orthodox interpretation of the doctrine of permanent sovereignty over natural resources. Nevertheless, arguments stemming from a historical sovereignty perspective pose that indigenous peoples’ ownership of subsurface resources predates the formation of the state, and in the absence of a valid transfer of ownership to the state, substantive rights continue to inhere in indigenous peoples. A human rights approach

---

65 See infra notes 74–78 and accompanying text; see also Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶ 38 (finding that there is an “increased recognition of indigenous peoples’ right to give or withhold their prior and informed consent to activities within their lands and territories and to activities that may affect their lands, territories, and resources”). Of course, substantial harm to the lands of indigenous peoples may have an effect on other recognized human rights, such as the right to life, the right to health and well-being, the right to food, and the right to self-determination.

66 See S. James Anaya, Indigenous Peoples’ Participatory Rights in Relation to Decisions About Natural Resource Extraction: The More Fundamental Issue of What Rights Indigenous Peoples Have in Lands and Resources, 22 ARIZ. J. INT’L & COMP. L. 7 (2005) (analyzing the “extent and content of the duty of consultation owed to indigenous peoples” based on their substantive land rights). The legitimacy of state assertions to ownership over lands and resources are significant from the standpoint of theorizing corporate responsibility and accountability to the extent a corporate actor could seek to avoid obligations to indigenous peoples by shielding itself behind an arguably legitimate grant of state authority. See infra Part IV(C).

67 See Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶ 42 (finding that “there appears to be widespread understanding that natural resources located on indigenous lands or territories, resources such as timber, water, flora and fauna, belong to the indigenous peoples that own the land or territory”); see also Awas Tingni Case, supra note 43 (finding that the state of Nicaragua must respect the Awas Tingni peoples’ rights over the surface timber resources found on their traditional lands); ILO Convention No. 169, supra note 44, art. 15(2) (implicitly drawing a distinction between indigenous peoples’ rights with respect to surface and subsurface resources).

68 See Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶¶ 42–43 (finding that while there is a consensus regarding indigenous peoples’ rights to surface resources, there is much less agreement regarding subsurface resources).

69 See supra note 30 and accompanying text.

70 See Alexkor Ltd. & Another v. Richtersveld Cmty. & Others 2003 (12) BCLR 1301 (CC) ¶ 62 (S.Afr.) [hereinafter Alexkor Ltd.] (grounding its holding that the indigenous community owned the subsurface resources at issue on the fact that ownership of such resources was consistent with the indigenous community’s traditional land tenure system and on the fact that the resources had never belonged to anyone else); see also Permanent
suggests that indigenous peoples should have substantive rights to subsurface resources where the state’s legal framework accords such rights to other landowners. Moreover, if subsurface resources are part of an indigenous peoples’ land tenure system, then equal respect for indigenous peoples dictates that the state not appropriate those resources. Even where indigenous peoples’ substantive rights over subsurface resources remain ambiguous, extraction has the potential effect of violating indigenous peoples’ other recognized human rights. Ultimately, while the international doctrine of permanent sovereignty over natural resources may continue to play a role in shaping indigenous peoples’ substantive rights to own, use, and manage subsurface resources, its rigid post-colonial interpretation is gradually giving way to an analysis that is more consistent with indigenous peoples’ contemporary status under international law.

Additionally, even though indigenous peoples have been successful in establishing their procedural right to meaningfully participate in decisions affecting their lands and resources, they have faced challenges to the ultimate exercise of veto power. Compelling arguments have been made that customary international law supports the norm of prior informed consent with

---

Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶¶ 44–45 (promoting the reasoning of the African Constitutional Court in Alexkor Ltd.).

71 Anaya, supra note 66, at 10.
72 Id. at 16.
73 See Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶ 55 (concluding that “[t]hough indigenous peoples’ permanent sovereignty over natural resources has not been explicitly recognized in international legal instruments . . . the right exists in international law by reason of the positive recognition of a broad range of human rights held by indigenous peoples, most notably the right to own property, the right of ownership of the lands they historically or traditionally use and occupy, the rights to self-determination and autonomy, the right to development, the right to be free from discrimination, and a host of other human rights”).

74 For a comprehensive overview of issues associated with indigenous peoples’ right to participation in the “development” of their lands and resources by state-corporate enterprises, see Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1992 Report, supra note 13, ¶ 24. For one articulation of the norm, see, e.g., Maya Case, supra note 42, ¶ 142. Specifically, the Inter-American Commission observed the following in the Maya case:

[O]ne of the central elements to the protection of indigenous property rights is the requirement that states undertake effective and fully informed consultations with indigenous communities regarding acts or decisions that may affect their traditional territories. [A member state must] ensure that any determination of the extent to which indigenous claimants maintain interests in the lands to which they have traditionally held title and have occupied and used is based upon a process of fully informed consent on the part of the indigenous community as a whole. This requires, at a minimum, that all of the members of the community are fully and accurately informed of the nature and consequences of the process and provided with an effective opportunity to participate individually or as collectives. In the Commission’s view, these requirements are equally applicable to decisions by the State that will have an impact upon indigenous lands and their communities, such as the granting of concessions to exploit the natural resources of indigenous territories.

Id.
respect to a range of activities affecting indigenous lands, and it is clear that indigenous peoples are entitled, at a minimum, to prior, meaningful consultation. The important distinction is that while prior meaningful

75 The position that indigenous peoples are entitled to prior informed consent under customary international law with respect to activities upon their traditional lands is supported by a recent standard setting working paper prepared by the U.N. Working Group on Indigenous Populations regarding the concept of free, prior and informed consent. U.N. Econ. & Soc. Council [ECOSOC], Sub-Comm’n on Promotion & Prot. of Human Rights, Expanded Working Paper: Legal Commentary on the Concept of Free, Prior and Informed Consent, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/2005/WP.1 (July 14, 2005) (prepared by Antoanella-Iulia Motoc & Tebtebba Found.). The working paper states that such concept has “crystallized as a norm to be applied in relation to indigenous peoples in pursuit of social and environmental justice, and human rights for all.” Id. ¶ 6. While recognizing the role of the private sector, the working paper nevertheless exclusively focuses on elaborating the concept of free, prior and informed consent with respect to duties and obligations of states. See id. ¶ 7.

76 Various articulations of indigenous peoples’ participatory rights with respect to decisions affecting their interests in lands and resources are provided by standard setting international documents and decisions. For example, ILO Convention No. 169 requires prior consultation “with a view to ascertaining whether and to what degree [indigenous peoples’] interests would be prejudiced” to the proposed measures where the state retains ownership of subsurface resources or “rights to other resources pertaining to lands.” ILO Convention No. 169, supra note 44, art. 15(2). If indigenous peoples are to be relocated, ILO Convention No. 169 requires “free and informed consent,” or where consent cannot be obtained, appropriate procedures pursuant to national laws and regulations. Id. art. 16(2). The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples refers to a state’s obligation to “consult and cooperate in good faith” with indigenous peoples in order to “obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or exploitation of their mineral, water or other resources.” U.N. Declaration, supra note 60, art. 32. It further provides that relocation of indigenous peoples requires their “free, prior and informed consent.” Id. art. 10. The Organization of American States’ proposed Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, in its most current formulation, provides that in cases where a state has “property rights over the minerals or resources of the subsoil” or over “other resources existing in the lands and territories of the indigenous peoples,” the “participation of the peoples concerned” is required before “undertaking or authorizing any program involving prospecting, planning, or exploitation of the resources existing on their lands and territories.” OAS Draft Declaration, supra note 61, art. XXIV(7). A definitive text remains to be adopted regarding indigenous peoples’ right to either “prior information or consultation” or “free, prior and informed consent” on measures and actions which may “affect the environment in indigenous lands.” Id. art. XVIII(3), n.11. Nevertheless, it appears to be clear that indigenous peoples cannot be “transferred or relocated” without their “free, prior, and informed consent” with few exceptions. Id. art. XXV(1). Additionally, after much debate, the World Bank opted for a formulation of indigenous peoples’ participatory rights as requiring only prior informed consultation with respect to projects financed by the Bank. World Bank, Operations Manual, BP 4.10: Indigenous Peoples (July 2005), http://wbln00018.worldbank.org/InstitutionalManuals/OpManual.nsf/B52929624EB2A3538525672E00775F66/DBB9573225027E1678525703100541C7D?OpenDocument. Moreover, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has found that indigenous peoples’ right to property under the American Convention and the Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man is violated where the state fails to adequately consult with, or seek the informed consent of, indigenous peoples prior to engaging in activities upon their traditional lands. See, e.g., Maya Case, supra note 42, ¶ 194 (finding that logging and oil concessions granted by the State of Belize to companies without “effective consultations with and informed consent of
consultation arguably enables indigenous peoples to play a significant participatory role in the management of their lands and resources, it may not be tantamount to the absolute right to veto activity upon their lands. Significantly, it appears that the norm is developing as one of prior informed consent where the state seeks to engage in the extraction of surface resources or in other development projects directly affecting indigenous peoples’ rights to use, enjoy, control, and develop their traditional lands. 77 However, where the state claims ownership of the subsurface resources and extraction will indirectly affect indigenous peoples’ other substantive rights, then prior informed consultation may be deemed to suffice. 78 Of course, if indigenous peoples were recognized to have substantive ownership rights to subsurface resources, then the state would need to obtain consent to appropriate the resources through extractive activities. In any case, for purposes of the analysis undertaken in this Article, the important core principle is that indigenous peoples have a right to be a part of meaningful decision making processes that affect their lands and resources and final decisions, whether subject to a veto or not, should be consistent with indigenous peoples’ substantive rights.

The development of specific substantive and procedural land rights has produced significant consequences for indigenous peoples. First, such recognition has allowed indigenous peoples to protect their interests without the need to necessarily engage in broader analyses under the rubrics of, for example, minority rights or environmental rights. Second, the recognition of specific human rights with respect to indigenous lands and resources evidences how human rights of general applicability have been interpreted to promote and secure indigenous peoples’ legitimate claims. There has also been a willingness to re-conceptualize limiting interpretations of colonial and post-colonial international doctrines inconsistent with indigenous peoples’ contemporary status. Third, to the extent indigenous land rights are grounded in customary international law, they are evidence of an international consensus and are binding upon states irrespective of treaty formalization. Fourth, while the outer parameters of some rights remain more ambiguous than others, there has been sufficient specificity to hold states responsible and accountable for a range of violations. 79 Through claims raised by indigenous peoples under the international human rights framework, these rights have also been the subject of much scrutiny and detailed analysis serving to reinforce underlying norms.

These consequences, in turn, raise implications for developing a theory of corporate responsibility and accountability. The way in which the discourse of human rights has evolved to free indigenous peoples from limiting interpretations of international documents and doctrines further reiterates the
potential receptiveness of such discourse for recognizing indigenous peoples’ legitimate claims vis-à-vis corporate actors that impact their survival and distinct ways of life. Additionally, because minimum precepts regarding indigenous land rights are arguably recognized as part of an international consensus, the international legal order may be particularly receptive to playing a role in assigning corporate responsibility and accountability where such rights are at issue. Indigenous land rights are also sufficiently specific and well-developed to serve as a starting point for proposing the actual substance of corporate obligations.80

C. Impact of Corporate Actors

Indigenous peoples’ recognized land rights are impacted not only by states but also by corporate actors engaged in collaborative enterprises with states. In the mainstream, these non-state actors are conceptualized as neutral, passive participants legally authorized by states to engage in their business. The real role of these actors, however, is more complex. While the circumstances leading to the creation of a collaborative venture between a state and corporate actor may differ and while the impact of such a collaborative venture may not be identical in every scenario where indigenous peoples are involved, it is evident that many of these ventures develop from an alignment of state and corporate interests.81

Specifically, in a hybrid state-corporate enterprise, the state government enters into a land concession agreement or other collaborative contractual arrangement such as a joint venture agreement, lease agreement, or franchising regime to allow corporate interests to exploit indigenous lands.82 The state and corporation share a common economic goal such as the extraction of natural

80 See infra Part IV(C). Of course, the contemporary achievements of the indigenous rights movement have been the result of a lengthy historical struggle. Although the further elaboration of indigenous land rights vis-à-vis corporate actors may, likewise, not be immediate, such elaboration is no longer impossible.

81 See Ratner, supra note 17, at 462 (finding that “the desire of many less developed states to welcome foreign investment means that some governments have neither the interest nor the resources to monitor corporate behavior, either with respect to the TNEs’ employees or with respect to the broader community” and “[i]n extreme cases, governments actually grant corporations de facto control over certain territories”).

82 See Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1994 Report, supra note 13, ¶ 10 (finding that where a state government claims ownership of land or resources, “TNCs [transnational corporations] enjoy an advantage over indigenous peoples in obtaining secure legal title from [g]overnments”); Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶ 43 (finding that with respect to subsurface resources, “in many countries, subsurface resources are declared by law to be the property of the State,” and further emphasizing that “[s]uch legal regimes have a distinct and extremely adverse impact on indigenous peoples, because they purport to unilaterally deprive the indigenous peoples of the subsurface resources that they owned prior to colonial occupation and the creation of the present State”).
resources or the execution of a large-scale development project. Both the state and corporate actor depend on the other’s support or acquiescence in order to successfully execute the project and profit from it. Specifically, the corporation needs the state to obtain rights over the lands or resources necessary to pursue its business, whether it constitutes logging, mining, oil drilling or the construction of a pipeline or dam. Corporations lobby state governments in order to access lands necessary for the realization of these business goals and seek the best terms for carrying them forth. The government seeks the primarily economic benefits to its economy produced by foreign investment upon such lands and ultimately possesses an equally significant economic stake in the project. As an integral part of the business venture, the state sanctions the corporate activity and provides assistance to the corporation so that it may successfully execute the project. By virtue of their mutual

---

83 Generally, the “purpose of such projects [for the state] may vary, from furthering economic growth to flood control, generating electrical and other energy resources, improving transportation networks, promoting exports to obtain foreign exchange, creating new settlements, ensuring national security, and generating employment and income opportunities for the local population.” Human Rights and Indigenous Issues, supra note 38, ¶ 6. Specifically, with respect to natural resource extraction, countries particularly burdened with high levels of external debt are “particularly anxious to attract TNCs to finance and to develop their extractive industries.” Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1994 Report, supra note 13, ¶ 9. Several case studies discussing the effects of state-corporate activity on indigenous lands also point to the state’s interest in the resulting economic boosts to the economy.

84 Specific case studies of hybrid state-corporate activity on indigenous peoples’ land rights have suggested that “TNCs often help support a regime that repays them with concessions of indigenous peoples’ territories.” Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1994 Report, supra note 13, ¶ 12. In extreme cases, oil corporations engaging in extraction activities upon lands plagued by issues of rebel control may be “prepared to tolerate a higher threshold of violence in order to maintain in place a government that is friendly to it.” See Dufresne, supra note 19, at 347.

85 See Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1994 Report, supra note 13, ¶¶ 9–12 (finding that some countries design land use policies to attract TNCs).

86 See supra note 83. Some would consider the state’s response a consequence of the “development project.” The state presumably pursues these ventures as means of promoting the development of its economy, and thereby, the standard of living of its people as a whole. “Development” is generally conceptualized as serving the best interests of a society even if such interests conflict with the interests of specific constituencies such as indigenous peoples.

87 A stark example of such state assistance is evident in the case of TNC activity on the lands of indigenous peoples in Myanmar. Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1994 Report, supra note 13, ¶ 12. The TNC involved in those operations helped support the Myanmar regime, which in turn, helped support the project by suppressing dissent among indigenous peoples. See id. Often such interdependence creates a vicious cycle of exploitation, where “the [g]overnment’s efforts to suppress dissent lead to greater resistance, an increasing need for hard currency to pay for military operations, and satisfying that need through more extensive disposals of lands and resources to TNCs.” Id.; see also Doe I v. Unocal Corp., 963 F. Supp. 880, 883 (C.D. Cal. 1997). Another notable example involves Chile’s “complete disregard for the [state’s] existing indigenous and environmental legislation” in favor of its enterprise to build a dam with ENDESA, a private corporation. See Human Rights and Indigenous Issues, supra note 38, ¶ 35. In Chile,
interests and interdependence regarding the successful execution of the project, the corporation exercises considerable control or influence over government acts and omissions and the state likewise exercises significant control or influence over corporate behavior. In this flux of inextricable power, both the state and corporation dictate the ultimate direction of the enterprise and its associated operations. The interests of indigenous communities affected by such projects are often neglected and overridden. Ultimately, indigenous peoples are seldom meaningfully consulted prior to the engagement of hybrid state-corporate activity upon their lands, and such activity often leads to the loss of indigenous peoples’ cultural, religious, and subsistence activities. Consultation processes that do not provide safeguards for, at a minimum, meaningful dialogue with indigenous peoples and incorporation of indigenous requests may be co-opted by state-corporate interests to provide a shroud of legitimacy to state-corporate projects.

In limited circumstances, generally where the state government domestically recognizes indigenous ownership of lands and resources, indigenous peoples have been able to negotiate directly with corporate actors interested in resource extraction or other activities upon their lands, and thereby have significantly protected their interests. Of course, it is possible that even in cases where indigenous peoples themselves negotiate the terms of corporate activity upon their lands, such corporate activity may lead to adverse impacts. “business priorities, with State support, appear[ed] to override the social and environmental concerns that have been expressed by massive protests and court action undertaken by [the indigenous] Mapuche organizations and their supporters.”

Similarly, even though Colombia has been recognized as one of the most progressive countries with respect to their formalized protections of indigenous peoples’ land rights, including constitutionally mandated consultation with indigenous peoples regarding state sponsored activities upon their lands, both the Embera-Katio and U’wa indigenous peoples have suffered violations to their land rights as a result of hybrid state-corporate activity related to dam building and oil drilling, respectively. See id. ¶¶ 37–43.

See supra notes 83–84 and accompanying text.

See Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1991 Report, supra note 9, ¶ 26–31 (outlining the environmental, social, cultural, and psychological impacts on indigenous peoples of “development” activities involving corporate actors and suggesting that these impacts may outweigh potential benefits to the indigenous communities in terms of employment or even royalties); Human Rights and Indigenous Issues, supra note 38, at 2 (finding generally that indigenous peoples “bear disproportionately the costs of resource-intensive and resource-extractive industries” and that the “principal human rights effects of [large multipurpose dams] for indigenous peoples relate to loss of traditional territories and land, eviction, migration and eventual resettlement, depletion of resources necessary for physical and cultural survival, destruction and pollution of the traditional environment, social and community disorganization, long-term negative health and nutritional impacts as well as, in some cases, harassment and violence”).


Id. ¶ 33–34 (discussing problems with erosion and desertification resulting from coal-stripping operations by Peabody Coal Co. (United Kingdom), the Pittsburgh & Midway Coal Company, and Utah International pursuant to long-term leases executed directly with the Navajo tribe as well as problems with stream contamination from the Red Dog lead-zinc
However, indigenous peoples’ direct, meaningful negotiation with the interested corporate actor is consistent with indigenous peoples’ human right to self-determination and serves to diffuse the alignment between state and corporate interests.

The international legal order has acknowledged the significant effects of hybrid state-corporate activity on indigenous peoples and even emphasized the role played by the corporate actor involved. As early as 1989, the United Nations’ Working Group on Indigenous Populations recommended that the then United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations (UNCTC) assist the Working Group in preparing a database surveying transnational investments and operations on indigenous lands and territories with specific case studies from the Americas, Africa, and Asia.92 The UNCTC produced several reports that ultimately highlighted the significant role played by corporations in indigenous peoples’ protection and enjoyment of their lands93 as well as indigenous peoples’ responses to such activity.94 Taken together, the reports outline the often adverse impacts of corporate activity upon indigenous lands and resources, analyze the modalities and quality of indigenous peoples’ participation in the planning and execution of such corporate activities, and make recommendations for the protection of indigenous peoples’ interests.

The fourth and final report aptly captures the confluence of factors leading to the neglect of indigenous peoples’ interests in the context of the hybrid state-corporate enterprise:

A major threat to the survival and sustainable development of indigenous peoples in all regions is private sector activity, over which most indigenous peoples still exercise little influence or control. The recent collapse of the former Soviet Union, transition to market-oriented economies in many formerly socialist countries, and democratization and

92 The United Nations Programme on Transnational Corporations was originally carried out by the UNCTC. However, the Programme on Transnational Corporations has been transferred to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and is now being implemented by UNCTAD’s Division on Investment, Technology and Enterprise Development. For a discussion of the development of UNCTAD, see Peter T. Muchlinski, Attempts to Extend the Accountability of Transnational Corporations: The Role of UNCTAD, in LIABILITY OF MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW 97, 97–117 (Menno T. Kamminga & Saman Zia-Zarifi eds., 2000).
94 Indigenous peoples’ opposition to state-corporate activity upon their lands may be grounded in different perspectives. Traditionalists within a tribe, for example, may be opposed to projects upon traditional indigenous lands on the ground that any developmental intrusion is an affront to indigenous culture and religion which is based on ties to the land. See Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1992 Report, supra note 13, ¶¶ 35–49. However, others within a tribe may not be completely opposed to corporate activity upon their lands, but rather, opposed to such activity without their consent or direct, meaningful negotiation. Id.
decentralization of many Governments in Africa and Latin America have reduced the role of State enterprises in the extractive sectors, such as mining and logging, which tend to have devastating impacts on indigenous peoples’ territories. At the same time, many countries responded to the global recession by encouraging greater extraction of minerals and timber by TNCs [transnational corporations] to earn foreign exchange for imports and debt service. Moreover, few Governments enacted legislation to protect indigenous peoples’ land rights.95

Nevertheless, the ultimate recommendations found in the reports focus on potential reforms inherent in the behavior of states and affected indigenous peoples, with little analysis on the imposition of direct corporate responsibility and international accountability. These recommendations include the development of programs to “assist [g]overnments and indigenous peoples in designing mechanisms for sharing responsibility for natural resource management” or to “help indigenous peoples strengthen their capacity for negotiating with transnational corporations, and conducting environmental assessments.”96 With respect to corporate actors, the report suggests that they should be “encouraged” to negotiate partnership agreements with indigenous peoples through, again, “vigorous State enforcement of land rights against companies that trespass or cause ecological harm; national and international concessional support for enterprises that respect and work in partnership with indigenous peoples; and investment in indigenous peoples’ capacity to manage resources, evaluate project proposals, and negotiate agreements.”97 While the recommendations at least support some measure of corporate “encouragement,” they fall short of proposing the imposition of any meaningful responsibility or accountability upon the corporate actor involved.

More recently, Rodolfo Stavenhagen, the Special Rapporteur to the Commission on Human Rights on indigenous issues, prepared a report regarding the impact of large-scale or major development projects on the human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous peoples.98 The report includes selected case studies from Costa Rica, Chile, Colombia, India, and the Philippines that highlight the adverse impacts suffered by indigenous peoples as a result of hybrid state-corporate activities undertaken upon their lands without their meaningful consent or participation. More specifically, the report explains:

Traditionally, few Governments have taken the rights and interests of indigenous peoples into account when making plans for major development projects. As the projects mature, which may take several years depending on their characteristics, the concerns of indigenous

---

peoples, who are seldom consulted on the matter, take a back seat to an
overriding “national interest,” or to market-driven business objectives
aimed at developing new economic activities, and maximizing
productivity and profits. 99

One conclusion drawn from the report is that the issue of extractive
resource development and human rights does not involve merely the state and
indigenous peoples but rather “the relationship between indigenous peoples,
Governments and the private sector.” 100 The report speaks directly to “potential
investors,” providing that “[p]otential investors must be made aware at all times
that the human rights of indigenous peoples should be a prime objective when
investment decisions in development projects are made in such areas or are
expected to affect indigenous peoples directly or indirectly.” 101 Unlike the
earlier reports of the UNCTC, this report suggests that, in addition to state
efforts, the private sector should, and could, bear responsibilities and
accountability to indigenous peoples.

Additionally, the United Nations’ Sub-Commission on the Promotion and
Protection of Human Rights issued a report from the United Nations High
Commissioner on Human Rights relating to the responsibilities of transnational
corporations and related business enterprises. 102 In analyzing the question of
which human rights should trigger business responsibilities, this U.N. report
provides a non-exhaustive list of the most relevant human rights to businesses
and includes a general reference to indigenous peoples’ rights. It does not,
however, provide a specific elaboration of what precisely a corporate actor
must do to observe indigenous peoples’ rights. 103 Significantly, the report
highlights the need to understand with more specificity the nature and scope of
corporate human rights responsibilities as well as the possible frameworks for
guaranteeing compliance. 104

The analyses in these reports have further shaped the contemporary
understanding of indigenous land rights. It is clear that states are not the only
actors capable of impacting the land rights of indigenous peoples. What these
analyses effectively show is that corporate actors are not external, passive side-
liners in the relationship between indigenous peoples and the state, but
invested, participatory entities with interests often inextricably aligned with

99 Id. ¶ 8.
100 Id. ¶ 66.
101 Id. ¶ 72.
102 U.N. Econ. & Soc. Council [ECOSOC], Sub-Comm’n on Promotion & Prot. of
Human Rights, Report of the United Nations High Commissioner on Human Rights on the
Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations and Related Business Enterprises with
Report Regarding Human Rights of Business Enterprises]. The report engages three different
analyses: 1) it reviews the scope and legal standards of existing corporate responsibility
initiatives with respect to human rights; 2) it provides a comparison of the various initiatives
and standards; and 3) it outlines several outstanding issues with respect to providing a
systematic framework of corporate responsibility and accountability under international law.
103 Id. ¶ 42.
104 Id. ¶¶ 27–48.
those of the state. While some may continue to argue that corporate investment and activity upon indigenous lands has the potential to produce tangible benefits to the indigenous peoples involved, studies of such activities have shown that often the results are devastating to the indigenous communities and “never negligible.”

These analyses also suggest that focusing on the state and the indigenous peoples involved is not enough to operationalize indigenous land rights; rather, meaningful corporate responsibility and accountability is necessary. While the first three UNCTC reports emphasize the significant influence exerted by corporate actors on states and the potentially adverse impacts of corporate activity on indigenous peoples’ lands, the reports’ ultimate conclusions and recommendations do not refer to corporate actors’ own share of responsibility and accountability. Rather, these initial analyses focus on the state, and even indigenous peoples themselves, as the ultimate bearers of responsibility and accountability for the adverse effects produced, at least in part, by corporate acts. Nevertheless, the latter reports appear to recognize the more responsible role that corporate actors not only could, but should, exercise with respect to activities impacting indigenous peoples’ land rights and ultimately suggest that corporate actors should not escape some measure of scrutiny at the international level.

III. CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY UNDER THE DISCOURSE OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Because indigenous peoples have been successful in gaining specific recognition of their claims to lands and resources against the state within the discourse of human rights, it would seem appropriate to analyze the possibility of grounding a theory of corporate responsibility and accountability within such discourse. While much analysis has been focused on utilizing human rights precepts to support indigenous peoples’ claims to lands and resources vis-à-vis states, the use of these precepts to also support indigenous peoples’ claims to lands and resources vis-à-vis corporations has received less attention. Indisputably, grounding corporate responsibility and accountability for violations of indigenous land rights within a human rights analysis presents limitations. Nevertheless, the human rights discourse is continuously evolving and, in its most recent formulation, likely constitutes a promising source for international corporate regulation relevant to indigenous peoples’ land rights.

There are three primary approaches consistent with a human rights analysis that could be utilized to theorize corporate responsibility and accountability at the international level in the context of hybrid state-corporate activity. First, indigenous peoples could advocate for the promotion of voluntary business initiatives that specifically outline corporate responsibilities of businesses with respect to indigenous land rights. Second, moving beyond voluntarism, indigenous peoples could advocate a state-centered approach

106 See, e.g., Kinley & Tadaki, supra note 17; Deva, supra note 17.
whereby the state remains the exclusive bearer of international human rights responsibility and accountability and the joint corporate actor bears indirect responsibility and accountability through the state. Third, indigenous peoples could advocate for a hybrid state-corporate approach whereby both the state and its joint corporate actor bear commensurate international human rights responsibilities and direct international accountability. All of these approaches present both challenges and possibilities for operationalizing indigenous peoples’ human rights over lands and resources and are more fully examined in Part IV.

As developed more fully below, limitations inherent in the discourse of human rights suggest that the first two approaches are perhaps the most immediately feasible. However, the third approach arguably provides the most protection to indigenous peoples and, while a more challenging proposition, could nevertheless find justification within a human rights analysis.

A. Assessing the Limitations

The discourse of human rights presents some limitations to a theorization of corporate responsibility and accountability that are not necessarily unique to the context of indigenous peoples’ land rights. The interplay between two primary structural principles in international law have served to focus discussions of human rights responsibilities on states and curb systematic discussion regarding the potential human rights responsibilities and accountability of corporations. These include the public/private binary and the orthodox doctrine of state sovereignty.

The public/private binary has generally served to circumscribe the assignment of international human rights responsibilities on corporate actors. One result has been that, despite the absence of a bright line between “public” state and “private” corporate action in the context of hybrid state-corporate activity on indigenous lands, indigenous human rights jurisprudence has focused on developing the responsibilities of states.108

Pursuant to such binary, public law is canonically concerned with regulating the impact of state action.109 At the international level, public law focuses on the assignment of rights and duties on states in relation to other states and in relation to the constituents of a state.110 International human rights have been largely developed as precepts of public international law that serve

---

107 For a discussion of how the public/private binary serves to limit analyses of corporate responsibility, see Dufresne, supra note 19, at 369–77.
108 There is, nevertheless, literature on the impact of multinational corporate activity on indigenous land rights. See supra note 16.
109 “Canonically, public law consists ‘of constitutional, administrative, criminal, and international law, concerned with the organization of the state, the relations between the state and the people who compose it, the responsibilities of public officers to the state, to each other, and to private persons, and the relations of states to one another.’” Paul Schiff Berman, From International Law to Law and Globalization, 43 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 485, 518 (2005).
110 Id.
to regulate state action with respect to a state’s constituents at the international level. This development is notably at odds with the language in the preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which proposes that “every individual and every organ of society . . . shall strive . . . to promote respect for . . . [human] rights and freedoms.”

The private sphere, conversely, has been traditionally concerned with the impact of transactions between individuals, including juridical persons such as corporations. Much of the private sphere is particularly concerned with economic transactions between individuals. Within this economic context, the private sphere has been infused with largely neo-liberal economic ideology that has served to distance economic transactions from notions of legal governmental regulation. In effect, the law is considered an exceptional measure for rectifying market forces. While the regulation of transactions between individuals and juridical persons has conventionally been relegated to the domestic level, globalization has resulted in increased transnational economic transactions between non-state actors. Therefore, at the international level, the private sphere is largely concerned with the regulation of economic transactions that transpire between global actors.

Ultimately, the international sphere of the public, within which human rights precepts are subsumed, has developed separately from the international sphere of the private. This has perhaps led to the association of human rights precepts with state duties and the association of transnational economic

---

111 See Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supra note 53, pmbl.
112 See Berman, supra note 109, at 518 (finding that private international law consists of “[t]hat portion of law which defines, regulates, enforces, and administers relationships among individuals, associations, and corporations”); see also Joel P. Trachtman, The International Economic Law Revolution, 17 U. PA. J. INT’L ECON. L. 33, 34 (1996), available at http://www.jus.uio.no/lm/man/pdf/1905017200.pdf (analyzing the “associated fields” of private international law, international business law, international economic law, and public international law and pointing out the “emptiness of the category ‘private international law’”).
113 See Michael K. Addo, Human Rights Perspectives of Corporate Groups, 37 CONN. L. REV. 667, 675 (2005) (referencing and critiquing the “enduring belief in the separation between the private domain (to which economic affairs belong) and the public domain, each with a different organizational structure and different aims and purposes”).
114 Id. (“[T]he principles of freedom of the market as the primary rules may only be tempered by the rules of law to the extent only that the latter enriches and advances the ideals of economic priorities. The intervention in economic affairs through law is therefore exceptional to the general rule of economic freedom.”)
115 Id.
117 See Shelton, supra note 116, at 382–84.
corporate activity with neo-liberal notions of deregulation.\textsuperscript{118} By implication, international human rights precepts have been understood as imposing responsibilities almost exclusively on states even though they could also be understood to give rise to responsibilities on behalf of non-state actors.\textsuperscript{119} An undiscerning adherence to the divide between “the public” and “the private” has the potential of positing analyses regarding indigenous human rights, including land rights, as diametrically opposed to analyses of corporate responsibility, or even further, as wholly incompatible.\textsuperscript{120}

The public/private binary further interplays with the orthodox doctrine of state sovereignty to potentially circumscribe the development of an international theory of direct corporate accountability. Despite the potential collusive nexus between a corporate actor and the state in a hybrid state-corporate enterprise and the significant impact of such corporate actor’s conduct on the indigenous peoples involved, an international theory of direct corporate accountability in such context lacks development.

The state retains primacy in the international order, and therefore, the implementation and enforcement of human rights norms is deemed to first be a matter of state action.\textsuperscript{121} The purpose of the international human rights accountability framework is to ensure that states are complying with international human rights norms.\textsuperscript{122} Accordingly, potential violations of human rights involving corporate actors are more likely to be conceptualized as failures of states to effectively implement human rights legislation or enforce legislation against those actors. The final result is that international law analyses regarding corporate activity that impacts human rights are typically limited to notions of indirect legal accountability arrived at via the direct legal accountability of the state.\textsuperscript{123}

\textsuperscript{118} Of course, the association of human rights precepts with state duties could be a product of the historical primacy of the state in the international system. See Ratner, supra note 17, at 469.

\textsuperscript{119} See id. (“Thus, while human rights law has focused on state duties, the two are by no means tied to each other jurisprudentially or even historically. The link is rather a product of a decision by those concerned with human rights, including those in government, that (1) states represent the greatest danger to the individual; (2) domestic law cannot alone effectively constrain state action; (3) domestic law can effectively regulate private action; and probably (4) states will never accept international regulation of private entities.”)

\textsuperscript{120} See Addo, supra note 113, at 670 (“In transnational business matters, the separation of domains of responsibility between governments and TNCs is both fictitious and unworkable to the extent that tasks and responsibilities of public and private entities are inextricably mixed.”).


\textsuperscript{122} See ANAYA, supra note 9, at 217–18 (“Offending states—regardless of their consent—may find themselves subject to a level of international scrutiny depending upon the gravity of noncompliance with applicable norms or the degree to which violations of human rights linger unchecked by domestic institutions and decision makers”).

\textsuperscript{123} This result is aided by TNCs’ own efforts. See Dufresne, supra note 19, at 334, 348–77 (examining “how TNCs are prompt to use major structural divides of international law to dis-embed themselves from the host state’s polity on issues of enforcement and to project all responsibility for enforcement activities on the government”).
As a corollary, international initiatives seeking to impose human rights responsibilities directly on corporate actors are for the most part designed within a paradigm of voluntarism. Accordingly, at the international level, corporate accountability for violations of indigenous land rights appears limited to notions of indirect accountability or to corporate self-regulation.

An undiscerning adherence to the conceptual limitations outlined above could frustrate theorizations of corporate responsibility and accountability beyond a voluntarism or state-centered approach. However, the discourse of human rights is evolving and should be looked to for possibilities beyond these two approaches.

B. Exploring the Possibilities

The aforementioned structural barriers, while not completely dismantled, have nevertheless received considerable criticism. The view that human rights precepts only give rise at the international level to state responsibility appears to be undergoing a conceptual shift. While there is no international, systematic regulatory regime that addresses corporate responsibility for human rights violations, there are four initiatives that have garnered significant attention. These include the International Labor Organization’s Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s

124 For a comparison of international initiatives seeking to impose human rights responsibilities directly on corporate actors, see U.N. Report Regarding Human Rights of Business Enterprises, supra note 102, annex III.

125 These structural barriers to direct legal accountability of corporate actors under international law are compounded by the domestic discourse of entity theory which dictates the legal structure of the world’s biggest businesses. For a concise treatment of the challenges presented to a theorization of transnational corporate accountability by entity theory, see Phillip I. Blumberg, Accountability of Multinational Corporations: The Barriers Presented by Concepts of the Corporate Juridical Entity, 24 Hastings Int’l & Comp. L. Rev. 297 (2001).

126 See, e.g., Andrew Clapham, Human Rights in the Private Sphere 137 (1993); see also Dufresne, supra note 19; Ratner, supra note 17; Berman, supra note 109; Addo, supra note 113. Feminist scholars have also paid particular attention to the illusory divide between the public and the private sphere. See, e.g., Hilary Charlesworth et al., Feminist Approaches to International Law, 85 Am. J. Int’l L. 613, 625–30 (1991). The norm of sovereignty has also been subject to re-conceptualization as a result of human rights analyses. See, e.g., William J. Aceves, Relative Normativity: Challenging the Sovereignty Norm Through Human Rights Litigation, 25 Hastings Int’l & Comp. L. Rev. 261 (2002); Robert D. Sloan, Outrelativizing Relativism: A Liberal Defense of the Universality of International Human Rights, 34 Vand. J. Transnat’l L. 527, 533 (2001).


Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the United Nations’ Global Compact, and most recently, the United Nations’ Draft Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises with regard to Human Rights (“U.N. Draft Norms”). While none of these initiatives outline with sufficient specificity what the international community expects of businesses whose activities affect the enjoyment of human rights, what they do provide is evidence of an emerging international consensus that corporations should bear responsibilities with regard to human rights. Such initiatives also suggest that the international legal order constitutes an appropriate forum for the establishment of some form of corporate accountability. Notably, the U.N. Draft Norms propose the development of international monitoring and other mechanisms for scrutinizing corporate actors’ compliance with human rights responsibilities.

129 Organization for Economic Co-operation & Development, Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, June 21, 1976, 15 I.L.M. 969. This document only includes a general reference to corporate responsibility with respect to human rights.


132 The Commentary to the U.N. Draft Norms does elaborate on the potential human rights responsibilities of corporate actors to indigenous peoples. It provides in relevant part:

Transnational corporations and other business enterprises shall respect the rights of local communities affected by their activities and the rights of indigenous peoples and communities consistent with international human rights standards such as the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169). They shall particularly respect the rights of indigenous peoples and similar communities to own, occupy, develop, control, protect and use their lands, other natural resources, and cultural and intellectual property. They shall also respect the principle of free, prior and informed consent of the indigenous peoples and communities to be affected by their development projects. Indigenous peoples and communities shall not be deprived of their own means of subsistence, nor shall they be removed from lands which they occupy in a manner inconsistent with Convention No. 169. Further, they shall avoid endangering the health, environment, culture, and institutions of indigenous peoples and communities in the context of projects, including road building in or near indigenous peoples and communities. Transnational corporations and other business enterprises shall use particular care in situations in which indigenous lands, resources, or rights thereto have not been adequately demarcated or defined.

133 The international legal order has already recognized the human rights responsibilities of non-state actors, including rebel groups and individuals. See Ratner, supra note 17, at 466–67.

134 See Commentary on U.N. Draft Norms, supra note 132, ¶ 16(b).
Despite conceptual limitations in the discourse of human rights, these developments suggest there is room for formulating a theory of direct corporate responsibility and legal accountability at the international level.

C. Analyzing Potential Justifications

In an effort to move completely beyond voluntarist and state-centered approaches, much analysis has been devoted to justifications for imposing legally enforceable human rights responsibilities on corporate actors performing without the direct collaboration of the state. Specific justifications have ranged from claims of the emergence of a transnational corporate legal personality to more general affirmations of increased transnational corporate power. Arguments of transnational legal personality are based primarily on rights acquired by transnational corporations within the international economic order. For example, under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), private corporations are allowed to haul governments other than their own to binding arbitration if the government violates NAFTA’s investor protection provisions. More general arguments regarding increased transnational corporate power stem from the very real social, political, and economic impact of transnational corporate activity on international agenda setting.

While these justifications carry great analytical weight and may serve to legitimize human rights responsibilities on corporate actors irrespective of any clear nexus to the state, resort to them may be unnecessary in the specific context of a hybrid state-corporate enterprise. A corporate actor’s direct justifications...
responsibility could arguably be justified by the corporate actor’s inextricable collaborative venture with the state, which indisputably bears human rights responsibilities. When a corporate actor engages in a joint enterprise with a state that affects indigenous peoples’ land rights, the human rights responsibilities of the state are effectively being shared with, or in some measure delegated to, the corporate actor involved. While it may be difficult to pinpoint whether the corporation is a de facto agent of the state, whether the state is a de facto agent of the corporation, or whether the corporation is in complicity with the state, the point is that the corporate actor engages in quasi-public functions and the inextricable flow of influence and authority between both actors often facilitates the violation of indigenous human rights. At a minimum, the international legal order’s acknowledgement of a corporation’s intimate nexus to the state in the context of hybrid state-corporate activity on indigenous lands could serve to justify heightened corporate responsibility.

With respect to accountability, to the extent a corporate actor has voluntarily entered into a state-corporate enterprise and shares human rights responsibilities with the state, its actions should also be subject to international scrutiny. Indeed, international supervisory mechanisms are particularly necessary to ensure the promotion, fulfillment, and protection of human rights to the extent the state and the corporate actor’s interests are aligned. In the

---

139 See Ratner, supra note 17, at 524. In presenting his theory of corporate legal responsibility for human rights violations, Ratner posits that the “duties of a company are a direct function of its capacity to harm human dignity,” and therefore, “corporate responsibility will depend upon the enterprise’s proximity to the violation as determined by its relationship to the government, its nexus to the affected populations, the individual right at issue, and principles of attribution that connect those committing the violations to the company.”

140 See id. at 424 (“All other things being equal, the corporation’s duties to protect human rights increase as a function of its ties to the government. If the corporation receives requests from the government leading to violations, knowingly and substantially aids and abets governmental abuses, carries out governmental functions and causes abuses, or, in some circumstances, allows governmental actors to commit them, its responsibility flows from that of the state.”) (emphasis added); Addo, supra note 113, at 671 (“The modern regime of privatization has allowed foreign corporations to bid and when successful operate . . . traditional public services, . . . [and] [a]lthough the speed and volume of changes has made it impossible for legal institutions and processes to respond effectively in this entirely novel reality of fluid responsibilities, suggestions of intermingled responsibilities should not be dismissed outright.”); see also Kichwa Case, supra note 42, ¶ 64 (finding that an oil company holding a concession contract granted by the government of Ecuador was “acting in representation of the State”).

141 Ratner, supra note 17, at 524.

142 For example, a corporation that chooses to engage itself in an enterprise with a state for extractive industry purposes or the so-called “development” of indigenous lands should be subject to accountability by virtue of its relationship with the state. It is not the transnational nature of a corporation that would necessarily make it the proper subject of international scrutiny, but rather the corporation’s participation in a state-corporate enterprise could be said to carry with it human rights responsibilities.

143 See Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶ 47 (finding that “[t]he urgency and the difficulty of guarding against . . . unjust conditions and protecting indigenous peoples’ ownership of resources that are coveted by others call for the creation of
context of a state-corporate enterprise, a state may be unable or unwilling to
effectively regulate domestically the actions of its joint corporate actor.144

IV. APPROACHES TO CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE CONTEXT OF INDIGENOUS LAND RIGHTS

An international theory of corporate responsibility and accountability
could be based on either, or all, of the various approaches introduced in Part
III.145 The attraction to voluntarist and state-centered approaches is

international mechanisms and bodies capable of preventing the unjust loss of indigenous
resources”). In reference specifically to the U.N. Draft Norms, at least one expert has
emphasized the significance of international pressure on corporate actors due to potentially
“weak” domestic courts that may also be “subject to corruption or collusion with
transnational corporations.” U.N. Econ. & Soc. Council [ECOSOC], Sub-Comm. on the
Promotion and Prot. of Human Rights, Report of the Sessional Working Group on the
Working Methods and Activities of Transnational Corporations on its Fourth Session, ¶ 29,
[hereinafter Methods and Activities of TNCs].

144 See Methods and Activities of TNCs, supra note 143; see also supra Part II(C).
145 Domestic avenues of corporate accountability that do not hinge on regulation by the
very state engaged in the state-corporate enterprise could also be explored. See Lillian
Aponte Miranda, The U’wa and Occidental Petroleum: Searching for Corporate
Accountability in Violations of Indigenous Land Rights, AM. INDIAN L. REV. (forthcoming
March 2007, manuscript on file with author) (analyzing, inter alia, the scope and potential
limits of existing domestic approaches to corporate accountability for violations of
indigenous land rights). For example, a home state of a multinational corporation could
provide for the regulation of the subsidiaries engaged in state-corporate enterprises abroad.
However, even if the challenges posed by principles of entity law were surpassed, such
initiatives are likely to fail for myriad other reasons. See, e.g., Redmond, supra note 121, at
72 (“In practice, there are formidable obstacles to home state regulation of the offshore
activities of locally incorporated companies, much less of their foreign affiliates.”); Sarah
Joseph, An Overview of the Human Rights Accountability of Multinational Enterprises, in
LIABILITY OF MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW 75, 85–87
(Menno T. Kamminga and Saman Zia-Zarifi ed., 2000) (suggesting that holding home states
liable under international human rights law for the extraterritorial actions of non-state actors
“is a radical step which would probably necessitate relevant treaty amendments, or the
adoption of appropriate optional protocols”). The United States’ Alien Tort Claims Act is
often referenced as an example of a domestic vehicle that could provide relief to foreign
nationals for international human rights violations by corporate actors. See 28 U.S.C. § 1350
(2000). While traditionally a federal statute limited to suits by foreign nationals for a very
limited category of violations of “the international law of nations,” suits have been filed
under ATCA by foreign plaintiffs seeking to hold corporate actors accountable for violations
of human rights abuses overseas. See Presbyterian Church of Sudan v. Talisman Energy,
2d 538 (S.D.N.Y. 2004); Flores v. S. Peru Copper Corp., 414 F.3d 233 (2d Cir. 2003); Wiwa
v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 226 F.3d 88 (2d Cir. 2000); Beamal v. FreePort-McMoran,
It is doubtful, however, that ATCA could provide relief to indigenous peoples seeking to
hold an overseas subsidiary of a U.S. corporation accountable for violations of their land
rights even under an expansive interpretation. See Miranda, supra (manuscript at 16–18).
Moreover, some have suggested that the application of ATCA to multinational corporations
rests on questionable statutory authority and is wrought with multiple challenges. See, e.g.,
Michael D. Ramsey, Multinational Corporate Liability Under the Alien Tort Claims Act:
understandable considering that the human rights legal enforceability frameworks are predominantly state-centered. However, given the nature of the interests involved in the state-corporate enterprise, such approaches may not consistently and effectively translate into on-the-ground reform. On the other hand, subjecting corporate actors to an existing international legal enforceability framework would require the type of conceptual shift outlined above to propel the reach of such framework to a non-state actor. While the outlines of this conceptual shift are emerging within the international legal order, a legal enforceability framework for corporate violations of human rights is yet to be adopted. In effect, voluntarist or state-centered approaches may have to necessarily serve as precursors to direct corporate responsibility and international enforceability. However, a theory of direct corporate responsibility and international accountability in the context of the hybrid state-corporate enterprise should continue to be explored as such approach potentially offers the more effective means of operationalizing indigenous land rights vis-à-vis corporate actors.

A. A Voluntarist Approach

A voluntarist approach is consistent with the imposition of direct, albeit voluntary, human rights responsibilities on corporate actors. This approach could result in the education of the business community with respect to the impact of their activities. Indigenous peoples could focus their efforts on existing international initiatives that specifically speak to corporations or on the development of new initiatives. For example, the International Labor Organization’s Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and United Nations’ Global Compact could serve as potential sources for the elaboration of voluntary corporate responsibilities specific to indigenous peoples’ land rights. Bodies such as the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues and the United Nations Working Group on Indigenous Populations could also potentially play a role in the elaboration of specific codes of voluntary corporate responsibility while non-governmental organizations could provide

Some Structural Concerns, 24 HASTINGS INT’L & COMP. L. REV. 361, 361 (2001) (finding that an expansive view of multinational corporate liability under ATCA “amounts to U.S. courts making foreign policy on the basis of very thin statutory authorization”). With respect to the impact of domestic analyses under ATCA on a theorization of corporate responsibility and accountability at the international level, some have proposed that such analyses represent a United States-centered view of corporate responsibility and accountability that “cannot simply be transferred to the international arena.” See Ratner, supra note 17, at 450.

146 The Permanent Forum was created to serve as an advisory body on indigenous issues to the Economic and Social Council and to promote awareness on such issues within the United Nations framework. ANAYA, supra note 9, at 219–20.

147 The United Nations Working Group on Indigenous Populations reviews developments concerning indigenous peoples through the receipt of reports from governments, inter-governmental institutions, indigenous peoples, and non-governmental organizations. Id.
avenues for the dissemination of such information. Voluntary initiatives targeted to the oil, gas, and extractive sector could also provide avenues for the development of principles specific to the protection of indigenous land rights. Corporate actors could ultimately rely on the elaboration of these direct, voluntary principles of responsibility to self-regulate their behavior with respect to indigenous peoples.

The effectiveness of this approach, however, is limited from the standpoint of accountability. The aforementioned initiatives would merely impose “voluntary” obligations on business actors. The aforementioned existing international initiatives do not provide for complaint procedures that would allow indigenous peoples themselves to lodge complaints against corporate violators and do not provide for the imposition of legal accountability on the corporate actor. These initiatives, like internal corporate codes of conduct, largely provide self-regulatory regimes that depend on some measure of corporate self-interest for their implementation, leading ultimately to unpredictable results.

Given the nature of the state-corporate enterprise, even where there is genuine commitment, corporate self-regulation may give way to more powerful commercial interests. If self-regulation was the best means to ensure human rights, then one might have expected the number of abuses attributable to businesses to have diminished. As a result of these limitations, it is worthwhile to explore other potential frameworks of accountability.

B. A State-Centered Approach

Under an international state-centered approach, there could be an assessment of whether provisions in certain human rights treaties could be

---


149 INT’L COUNCIL ON HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY, BEYOND VOLUNTARIISM: HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL LEGAL OBLIGATIONS OF COMPANIES, 1, 66–70, 102–06 (2002) [hereinafter BEYOND VOLUNTARIISM]. This source provides a very helpful analysis of the direct and indirect obligations of corporate actors under the international legal order.

150 For a discussion of the proliferation of corporate codes of conduct and other soft law aimed at self-regulation by transnational corporations, see Bantekas, supra note 17.

151 See BEYOND VOLUNTARIISM, supra note 149, at 7–19; see also Addo, supra note 113, at 673 (“At the margins of business, without the compelling force of law, it is not entirely clear how human rights as CSR [corporate social responsibility] expects to successfully challenge and change reprehensible conduct.”)

152 BEYOND VOLUNTARIISM, supra note 149, at 7–19.

153 There are a range of treaty interpretation and dispute resolution bodies within the United Nations and regional human rights systems, including the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, the United Nations Committee on Human Rights, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the Inter-American Court on Human Rights. For an overview of the Organization of American States’ human rights bodies and their practical engagement by indigenous peoples, see FERGUS MACKEY, A GUIDE TO INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ RIGHTS IN THE INTER-AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS SYSTEM (2002). Under a state-
specifically interpreted to require a state to regulate, or prevent, behavior of a joint corporate actor that violates human rights. There is evidence of this approach as it pertains to indigenous peoples’ land rights in the existing interpretations of treaties by human rights bodies and regional human rights courts.

For example, in the case of *Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua*, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights found that the state of Nicaragua had an affirmative duty to prevent corporate actors engaged in hybrid state-corporate enterprises with the State from infringing the land rights of the Awas Tingni. Specifically, the Inter-American Court found that “members of the Awas Tingni Community have the right that the State abstain from carrying out, until . . . delimitation, demarcation, and titling [of the territory belonging to the Community] ha[s] been done, actions that might lead agents of the State itself, or third parties acting with its acquiescence or its tolerance, to affect the existence, value, use or enjoyment of the property located in the geographical area where members of the Community live or carry out their activities.” The Court ultimately found that Nicaragua had violated the rights of the Awas Tingni to use and enjoyment of their property under Article 21 of the American Convention by “grant[ing] concessions to third parties to utilize the property and resources located in an area which could correspond, fully or in part, to the lands which must be delimited, demarcated, and titled [as Awas Tingni lands].”

Additionally, in the case of *Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District v. Belize*, the Inter-American Commission reiterated the Inter-American Court’s finding that a state has the affirmative duty to prevent corporate actors from holding natural resource concession rights over lands traditionally used and occupied by indigenous peoples. In its report on the merits of the case, the Inter-American Commission concluded that the state of Belize had violated the Maya peoples’ rights to property and equality grounded in provisions of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man by granting logging and oil concession rights to several companies without the Maya peoples’ prior meaningful consultation and without regard for their traditional land tenure. The Commission ultimately recommended that Belize abstain from any acts that might lead third parties acting with the state’s acquiescence or tolerance to affect the interests of the Maya peoples to their centered approach, a state could be found to have violated its duty to protect human rights by failing to prevent the behavior of corporate actors performing within its borders or, perhaps it could even be argued, by failing to prevent the extraterritorial behavior of subsidiary corporate actors with a parent company within the state’s borders.

---

154 See Joseph, supra note 145, at 85–87; see also Clapham, supra note 126, at 89–133.
155 See Anaya, supra note 66, at 14 (proposing that in the Maya Case the Inter-American Court of Human Rights “affirmed not only a right against state interference with indigenous peoples’ rights in lands and resources without their consent, but also an affirmative right to state protection from such interference by private parties”).
156 Awas Tingni Case, supra note 43, ¶ 153 (emphasis added).
157 Id.
158 Maya Case, supra note 42, ¶¶ 140, 144.
lands and resources pending the proper delimitation, demarcation, and titling of the territory at issue.\textsuperscript{159} These findings implicitly suggest that activities of private actors that “affect the existence, value, use or enjoyment of [indigenous peoples’] property” give rise to human rights violations, and moreover, that states have duties under respective treaties to prevent such human rights abuses.

It could perhaps be argued that, as part of customary international law, states bear a duty irrespective of treaty obligations to effectively regulate, or prevent, corporate behavior that infringes on indigenous land rights. At a minimum, there would need to be an assessment of the prescriptive dialogue at the international level regarding such state responsibility,\textsuperscript{160} and under a more traditional approach, an assessment of the relevant state practice. If this customary norm were substantiated, human rights bodies could look to it as a reference point for assessing state responsibility within the bodies’ respective mandates and spheres.

With respect to accountability, existing treaty monitoring or treaty complaint resolution bodies could be employed to scrutinize the laws, regulations, and enforcement procedures of a state regarding corporate behavior that impacts indigenous land rights, and indirectly, the behavior of the state’s joint corporate actor. For example, a state could be forced to report on its compliance with such responsibility to the appropriate United Nations treaty-based oversight committee. Moreover, under the human rights framework of the Organization of American States, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights could take an active role in investigating, and reporting upon, a state’s failure to comply with such responsibility. Regional human rights courts could additionally take into consideration such potential state obligation when evaluating state violations of indigenous land rights, like the Inter-American Court did in the \textit{Awas Tingni} case. This approach may serve to bring issues of adverse corporate activity on indigenous lands to the forefront of international human rights bodies and potentially serve to promote domestic reform. The benefit is that while retaining a state-centered approach, these human rights bodies would be forced to scrutinize the corporate behavior at issue.

Such approach, however, has its limitations. First, corporate responsibility is framed as indirect responsibility via the direct responsibility of the state. This approach, in the end, does not speak directly to corporate actors. Second, from the standpoint of accountability, this approach relies on states engaged in state-corporate enterprises to ensure that a corporation’s failure to respect indigenous land rights results in domestic legal consequences. While this approach does potentially offer a measure of legal accountability, due to the state’s vested interest in the state-corporate enterprise, a state is less likely to engage in the implementation of effective domestic regulation that holds its joint corporate actor accountable.\textsuperscript{161} The ability of either a home or host state to effectively

\textsuperscript{159} \textit{Id. ¶ 6.}

\textsuperscript{160} \textit{See supra} note 59 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{161} \textit{See} Dufresne, \textit{supra} note 19, at 356 (appropriately articulating the complicated status of states as both regulators of corporate activity and joint partners in corporate endeavors: “[i]n its regulatory role, the state seeks to ensure the protection of the public
protect indigenous peoples’ land rights from a joint corporate partner is equally problematic given the potential collusion of interest.162 Moreover, to the extent a state is undergoing a process of significant state-building, the odds of ineffective oversight of its joint corporate actor are heightened.

Even given these limitations, however, a state-centered approach should not be discounted as it provides an existing method of holding corporate actors legally accountable, albeit at the domestic level, for violations of indigenous land rights.

C. A Hybrid State-Corporate Approach

The purpose of a hybrid state-corporate approach would be to impose direct international human rights responsibilities163 and international legal goods, whereas its position as party to a business venture creates an interest to make the oil exploitation [or any other joint project] as financially successful and rewarding as possible”); see also Methods and Activities of TNCs, supra note 143, ¶ 18 (acknowledging that “ineffective regulation by states” of corporate activity is often due to the fact “that governments [perceive themselves as] too weak, or as a result of corruption and collusion between the [s]tate and the corporation, or owing to obligations that the [s]tate [has] taken in international economic forums which constrain [its] capacity to promote human rights”). Furthermore, specific case studies of corporate activity on indigenous peoples’ land rights have suggested that “TNCs often help support a regime that repays them with concessions of indigenous peoples’ territories.” Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1994 Report, supra note 13, ¶ 12. Ultimately, “numerous formally recognized legal rights of indigenous peoples are not fully implemented in practice, either in the courts by way of final adjudication determined by the judiciary, or as a result of new legislative acts which in fact weaken or reduce previously legislated rights.” Human Rights and Indigenous Issues, supra note 38, ¶ 18. Even where a state government recognizes indigenous land rights in principle, the state may not be in the best position to regulate the behavior of its joint actor because the state government may lack “adequate institutional capacity to monitor and supervise TNCs’ activities.” Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1994 Report, supra note 13, ¶ 11; see also Maya Case, supra note 42, ¶ 147 (finding that the State of Belize “failed to put into place adequate safeguards and mechanisms, to supervise, monitor and ensure that it had sufficient staff to oversee that the execution of the logging concessions would not cause further environmental damage to the Maya lands and communities”).

162 A parent corporation could engage in a state-corporate enterprise with its home state. It is often, however, a subsidiary of a transnational corporation incorporated in a foreign state that engages in a hybrid enterprise with a host state. Steven Ratner proposes the following explanation of the factors involved “foreign investment-human rights interactions:”

In terms of the four actors involved in the foreign investment-human rights interactions, the contemporary situation is thus defined as follows in terms of international law: host states and home states enjoying juridical equality, with economic forces and international economic law now promoting free trade and investment as a recipe for progress; host states (as well as home states) having obligations to their populations under human rights law; and host states having significant obligations to TNEs and individual investors pursuant to various international legal instruments.

Ratner, supra note 17, at 460.

163 To attain an optimal level of legitimacy, the elaboration of legally binding international norms applicable to corporate actors should probably be developed with the input of all affected actors, including governments, businesses, and indigenous peoples. See
accountability upon a corporate actor involved in a hybrid state-corporate enterprise. This approach would speak directly to corporate actors and seek their adherence to specific human rights assigned in commensurate proportion to the responsibility of the joint state actor and developed with due regard for the corporate form. With respect to accountability, this approach moves beyond voluntarism to the extent that it seeks to impose legal accountability on the corporate actor. It also moves beyond the state-centered approach to the extent it seeks to remove the joint state actor as a necessary mediator in the assignment of accountability; the corporate actor would be held to direct legal accountability at the international level.

The imposition of direct obligations on non-state actors under international law is not devoid of precedent. Under international law, individuals are subject to accountability for genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and torture. As discussed under Part III(B), several international initiatives impose direct, albeit voluntary, human rights obligations on corporate actors. Beyond the realm of human rights, several international environmental treaties impose obligations directly on corporate actors although those obligations are in turn enforced through domestic measures. Moreover, the international system implicitly recognizes anti-corruption obligations on corporate actors through the Convention on Combating Bribery of Public Officials in International Business Transactions.

Corporate behavior specifically undertaken in conjunction with a state generally bypasses international accountability as a result of presently state-centered regulatory regimes, but the need to design meaningful accountability for such joint corporate actors has nevertheless received recent attention by

Ratner, supra note 17, at 451. Moreover, the elaboration of these norms could even serve to inform voluntary approaches or state-centered approaches. See id. at 465 (“In order to hold states accountable for corporate conduct in a coherent fashion, . . . one would still need a theory of understanding when a corporation’s violation of human rights rises to such a level that the state is responsible for preventing or suppressing it.”); see also Jonathan I. Charney, Transnational Corporations and Developing Public International Law, 1983 DUKE L.J. 748 (1983) (suggesting that the international legal order should allow transnational corporations to participate in the design of applicable international obligations).

See generally Ratner, supra note 17, at 475–91.

Id. at 491–92.

See supra Part III(B).


Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, Dec. 17, 1997, 37 I.L.M. 1, available at http://www.oecd.org/document/21/0,2340,en_2649_201185_2017813_1_1_1,00.html. Pursuant to such Convention, the state must criminally sanction corporate behavior entailing the bribery of a foreign public official where such bribery is executed within the state.
international law scholars. Specifically, scholars have addressed the lack of international accountability structures capable of comprehensively addressing the “complex mix of corporate and governmental behavior” that often results in environmental degradation and climate change. In analyzing the challenges of fashioning a transnational regulatory approach in the context of climate change, Hari Osofsky has suggested that while states appear to be the dominant actors in the international system, “the political and financial clout of non-state actors and their interactions with governmental actors complicate the regulatory picture.”

This complicated picture stems, in part, from uncertainty regarding the appropriate role of international law in assigning direct corporate responsibility and creating attendant compliance mechanisms.

Scholars also have recognized the increasing role played by corporate actors in the execution of military functions and foreign aid as a result of the privatization of these functions by states. Under such privatization schemes, states effectively delegate foreign affairs functions to private corporate actors through contractual arrangements. In this context, Laura Dickinson argues that “the very fact of privatization—with its hybrid public-private character—may actually open up alternative norms and avenues of accountability beyond the formal instruments of international law.” She proposes that while international law could play a role in the assignment of corporate accountability, “formal international law instruments are a relatively weak accountability mechanism even with regard to state actors, let alone private entities.” Therefore, she suggests that international law scholars should consider alternative modes of corporate accountability including the incorporation of corporate liability provisions within state-corporate contractual arrangements for breach of human rights standards.

Scholars have, furthermore, starkly captured the particular challenges to developing a regime of meaningful accountability for corporate actors engaged in potentially collusive relationships with states. In this context, Robert Dufresne has characterized the contractual relationship between host states and corporate actors engaged in oil exploitation as “a symbiotic collaboration” that places “the externalization of costs or burdens onto the local people.”

Dufresne proposes “increased scrutiny of the behavior of actors at the heart of

---

170 Osofsky, supra note 169, at 1798.
171 Id. at 1799.
172 See Dickinson, supra note 19, at 139; see also Laura A. Dickinson, Public Law Values in a Privatized World, 31 YALE J. INT’L L. 383 (2006) (proposing a contract based approach to increase the accountability of corporate actors engaged in public functions such as military interrogation and the disbursement of foreign aid).
173 See Dickinson, supra note 19, at 139–41.
174 See id. at 141.
175 Id.
176 See Dufresne, supra note 19, at 391.
177 Id. at 389.
those practices” and the development of “legal institutions operating within the nodal point formed by the interactions of state authorities, oil corporations, and local groups.”

While possibilities may exist for regulating the behavior of corporate actors engaged in state-corporate enterprises outside the purview of the international system, such possibilities are compatible with, and should be supplemented by, an international accountability component. In the context of indigenous land rights, international oversight is particularly significant given the potential collusion of interest between a state and its joint corporate actor. The hybrid state-corporate approach proposed more fully below is consistent with the aforementioned movements in international law toward the imposition of obligations directly on non-state actors. It is also consistent with efforts to address significant accountability gaps with respect to corporate actors engaged in joint enterprises with states.

Pursuant to a hybrid state-corporate approach, the state’s joint corporate actor would bear direct human rights responsibilities to the indigenous peoples affected by the enterprise’s project. Significantly, while the substantive and procedural land rights of indigenous peoples have been developed in the context of state responsibility, they could nevertheless serve as a source for designing the contours of responsibility for the joint corporate actor. Clearly, certain rights, such as the right to legal recognition of indigenous lands, can only be operationalized by a state, but many of the articulated rights are implicated by, and could be promoted, protected, and fulfilled by, corporate actors involved in a hybrid state-corporate enterprise. There is no reason why the existing human rights norms specifically applicable to the protection of indigenous peoples’ lands and resources could not serve as the foundation for the specific articulation of substantive and procedural corporate responsibilities. Accordingly, it is not necessary to theorize a wholly independent regime of responsibilities applicable exclusively to corporations involved in a hybrid state-corporate enterprise.

Moreover, direct corporate responsibility should not hinge on whether a state can self-professedly grant a concession, lease, or other contractual right to

---

178 Id. at 390–91; see also Likosky, supra note 19, at 170 (proposing the “establishment of an institution under the auspices of the United Nations (UN) to handle human rights issues arising in the context of PPPs [public-private partnerships]”).

179 See supra text accompanying note 145.

180 See Ratner, supra note 17, at 468 (discussing the jurisprudential premise that “the rights of individuals give rise to not only a variety of duties but also a variety of dutyholders” by reference to theories of Joseph Raz and Kant).


182 The fact that indigenous land rights may be premised on customary international law should not be considered a barrier to theorizing substantive corporate responsibilities from such rights. Customary international norms constitute a sound jurisprudential source of indigenous rights. Moreover, the core precepts of indigenous land rights are well defined as part of customary international law. See supra Part II(B).
the lands and resources at issue. Pursuant to a human rights perspective, indigenous claims to possession, use, and control of ancestral lands do not hinge on arguments of historical first settlement or on the recognition of treaties, but upon the recognition of international human rights norms specific to indigenous peoples. Effectively, indigenous peoples’ rights to own, possess, use, occupy, and control their lands or resources are not necessarily extinguished by state claims to title and ownership. The legal character of a state’s permanent sovereignty over natural resources, moreover, continues to be shaped and limited by the recognized land rights of indigenous peoples. Therefore, a corporation engaged in a hybrid state-corporate enterprise should not be able to escape specific substantive and procedural responsibilities to the indigenous peoples involved simply because the state claims formal title or ownership of the lands or resources at issue.

Rather, the primary challenge to assigning direct corporate responsibility with respect to indigenous land rights lies in articulating the nature of the corporate responsibility vis-à-vis the joint state actor and in accordance with the corporate form. A recent United Nations report with respect to the responsibilities of business enterprises sets forth that the “responsibilities of States cannot . . . simply be transferred to business; the responsibilities of the latter must be defined separately, in proportion to its nature and activities.” The report further presents three useful starting forms of responsibility

---

183 See Dufresne, supra note 19, at 349. Dufresne’s explanation of the implicit position taken by oil corporations involved in cycles of violence with significant impacts to local communities starkly captures international law’s inability to “pin” the corporation:

With respect to contractual formation and to the rights created therein, oil corporations’ position suggests that they belong to a realm in which both the host government and its population, vicariously through it, are present. This allows oil corporations to derive automatically an entitlement to full enforcement of the rights validly created under petroleum agreements. However, when the actual enforcement of contractual rights and its modalities are at stake, oil corporations immediately take some distance and portray themselves as uninvolved or neutrally caught in a domestic political struggle. This combination allows them to claim that the rights that they hold are valid erga omnes and enforceable, while remaining separate from and unaccountable for the violence involved as part of the concrete conditions of their enforcement.

Id.

184 See supra Part II(A)–(B); see also Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, supra note 9, ¶ 49 (“Whether or not State authority exists that limits indigenous resource rights, one principle is clear: all State authority over resources, even resources the State clearly owns, must be exercised in a manner consistent with the human rights of indigenous peoples.”).

185 See supra Part II(B).

186 See supra Part II(A).

187 The rights of indigenous peoples must be balanced, to some extent, against business interests; the uniqueness of the business form cannot be completely ignored. See Joseph, supra note 145, at 90–92. Complexities also arise with respect to the particular corporation’s “sphere of influence,” such as whether the corporate actor at issue should be held responsible for the acts or omissions of its sub-contractors. See U.N. Report Regarding Human Rights of Business Enterprises, supra note 102, ¶ 38.

primarily drawing from the principles found in the U.N. Global Compact. First, corporations could have a responsibility to “respect” human rights.\textsuperscript{189} Second, corporations could have a responsibility to “support” human rights.\textsuperscript{190} Third, corporations could have a responsibility to “make sure they are not complicit” in human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{191}

Taking such U.N. report’s analytical framework as an initial step, the following premises provide an example of the substantive corporate responsibilities that could be articulated in the context of indigenous peoples’ procedural land rights.\textsuperscript{192} First, a corporation could be said to have a responsibility to respect human rights by not entering into a state-corporate enterprise if the state has not engaged in prior meaningful consultation with indigenous peoples. Second, a corporation could be said to have a responsibility to affirmatively support human rights by engaging in a meaningful consultation process with indigenous communities prior to entering into a state-corporate enterprise.\textsuperscript{193} Third, a corporation could be said to have a

\textsuperscript{189} A responsibility to “respect” human rights “requires [a] business to refrain from acts that could interfere with the enjoyment of human rights.” \textit{Id.} ¶ 30.

\textsuperscript{190} A responsibility to “support” human rights is more complex, as it suggests a corporation would have to undertake an affirmative act to promote human rights. The U.N. Report further sub-categorizes this responsibility into the responsibility to protect, promote, provide, and facilitate human rights. \textit{Id.} ¶¶ 31–32.

\textsuperscript{191} The report points out that the responsibility not to be complicit in human rights abuses specifically applies in situations where corporations act “with national and local governments.” \textit{Id.} ¶¶ 33–35. At first glance, “complicity” would appear to be particularly significant in the context of a state-corporate enterprise because it would seem to capture instances of collaborative arrangements between states and corporations; nevertheless, other theories of collaborative responsibility should be explored.

\textsuperscript{192} The reason procedural land rights are particularly significant to a theorization of corporate responsibility and accountability is that such rights serve a gate-keeping function: they theoretically dictate whether the project will commence in the first place and under what terms it will be carried forth. See \textit{Transnational Investments and Operations on Indigenous Lands, 1994 Report, supra note 13, ¶¶ 21–22}. Other potential substantive responsibilities, however, could be theorized taking the U.N. report’s framework as an initial step. For example, a corporate actor could be said to have a responsibility to respect human rights by not entering into a hybrid state-corporate enterprise where the state has not demarcated lands indigenous peoples occupy and claim as theirs. This particular responsibility could also serve a gate-keeping function. Or, a corporate actor could be said to have a responsibility to affirmatively support human rights by conducting its activities on indigenous lands in ways that do not infringe on indigenous peoples’ cultural or religious practices. The point is to define the substance of the responsibility to a degree that a corporation could actually implement.

\textsuperscript{193} There would need to be an assessment of the best method for operationalizing this affirmative responsibility. For one suggestion, see Melissa A. Jamison, \textit{Rural Electric Cooperatives: A Model for Indigenous Peoples’ Permanent Sovereignty Over Their Natural Resources, 12 TULSA J. COMP. & INT’L L. 401, 453 (2005), available at http://www.utulsa.edu/law/ilj/index5.htm} (proposing that private corporations could engage in consultations with “Indigenous Cooperatives” as means of securing indigenous peoples rights over their natural resources); see also Stefan Matiation, \textit{Impact Benefits Agreements Between Mining Companies and Aboriginal Communities in Canada: A Model for Natural Resource Developments Affecting Indigenous Groups in Latin America? 7 GREAT PLAINS NAT. RESOURCES J. 204 (2002)} (suggesting that impact benefit agreements, which are
responsibility to not be complicit in the human rights abuses of the state by not engaging in acts upon indigenous lands that are at odds with the parameters established by the consultative processes undertaken by the state.

As an initial matter, the assignment of these responsibilities on corporate actors could raise questions regarding state sovereignty. For example, is state sovereignty threatened by direct communication between indigenous peoples and the corporate actor? If a corporation could be deemed to have a responsibility to engage in meaningful consultation prior to entering into a state-corporate enterprise, what would happen if indigenous peoples make demands which the state does not believe are necessary? On a broader scale, how would placing any or all of these responsibilities on corporate actors affect the traditional discretion of states to make appropriate choices regarding the balance between economic development and policies to protect human rights?

Of course, placing such responsibilities on corporate actors could serve to reaffirm indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination and to further protect indigenous land rights at the operational level. The inevitable result may be that the substance of corporate responsibilities may overlap with the substance of state responsibilities and orthodox notions of state sovereignty may have to give way to contemporary understandings of indigenous peoples’ human rights.

Pursuant to a hybrid state-corporate approach, the joint state corporate actor would also bear direct legal accountability at the international level for breaches of the potential responsibilities outlined above. A corporation’s risk of facing direct legal accountability at the international level could serve as a significant deterrent to engaging in state-corporate enterprises where an appropriate consultative process has not occurred or to engaging in activities executed by such enterprises that violate other indigenous rights.\textsuperscript{194} Even if formal international law instruments are considered relatively weak accountability mechanisms with regard to state actors, such mechanisms have the potential of creating distinct deterrent effects on corporate actors. Corporate actors must engage cost-benefit considerations in a different light than states; corporations are ultimately driven by different concerns than a state. In order to continue in existence, a corporate actor has an economic bottom line it must continue to meet, and therefore, it needs to assess the consequences of its actions on its ability to continue to generate profit. Direct legal accountability at the international level could constitute a potentially costly consequence of violating indigenous land rights, a consequence worthy of factoring into a profit driven bottom line. By virtue of appearing before an international forum for alleged human rights violations, a corporate actor significantly risks loss of profits, the payment of damages, or perhaps some form of sanction. Real incentives for corporate compliance with indigenous land rights are presently

\textsuperscript{194} See Ratner, \textit{supra} note 17, at 464–65 (“If international law provided for a regime whereby the corporations had duties themselves and incurred some penalty for violations of them, it would place the incentives on the party with the greatest ability and interest in addressing corporate conduct.”).
missing under the international legal order; a corporation does not have to give a second thought to such rights as long as it has a green light from the state.

A state-corporate approach offers benefits in addition to the deterrence of irresponsible corporate behavior. Another significant benefit is the institution of a potentially necessary check on state action. Given a state’s vested interest in the state-corporate enterprise, indigenous peoples may not be able to operationalize their land rights purely through domestic claims or through claims in a state-centered international legal accountability framework. Furthermore, a systematic international approach to corporate responsibility and accountability would reduce ad hoc domestic responses, and thereby, serve to level the playing field for corporate actors seeking to engage in hybrid state-corporate enterprises. Those corporate actors that do engage in higher standards of self-regulated behavior would not have to compete with corporate actors that do not. Finally, if appropriate, corporate actors could provide an additional source for the payment of damages to indigenous peoples whose rights have been violated.

A hybrid state-corporate approach would require a shift in the exclusively state-centered mandates of the existing human rights legal accountability frameworks or, even further, the creation of a wholly separate framework specific to corporate actors or public-private partnerships. Some would argue

See supra note 161 and accompanying text.

Even where indigenous peoples file petitions with the national government and under the Inter-American human rights system, indigenous peoples may “not receiv[ ] the protection they require.” Human Rights and Indigenous Issues, supra note 38, ¶ 21. For example, indigenous communities affected by mining and logging activities carried out by corporate actors without their prior consent or participation have not received adequate protection of their rights despite petitions filed with the national government of Suriname and the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights. See id. Indigenous people in Kenya affected by mining have been “forcibly evicted from their land without compensation” despite a judicial appeal to the country’s highest court. See id. ¶ 23. In Chile, despite indigenous and environmental legislation which facilitated indigenous peoples’ resistance to projects “politically [and] in court,” the state government ultimately recognized that “indigenous law is subordinate to other laws.” Id. ¶ 34.

See Ratner, supra note 17, at 448 (explaining that without the implementation of an international legal framework, domestic “[d]ecisionmakers . . . whether legislatures or international organizations contemplating regulation, courts facing suits, or officials deciding whether to intervene in a dispute involving . . . human rights—will respond in an ad hoc manner, driven by domestic priorities or by legal frameworks that are likely to differ significantly across the planet”).

Payment of damages by corporate actors is already contemplated by the U.N. Draft Norms. See U.N. Draft Norms, supra note 131, ¶ 18 (“Transnational corporations and other business enterprises shall provide prompt, effective and adequate reparation to those persons, entities and communities that have been adversely affected by failures to comply with these Norms through, inter alia, reparations, restitution, compensation and rehabilitation for any damage done or property taken. In connection with determining damages, in regard to criminal sanctions, and in all other respects, these Norms shall be applied by national courts and/or international tribunals, pursuant to national and international law”).

See Likosky, supra note 19, at 170–79 (discussing the benefits of establishing a “Human Rights Unit (HRU)” under the auspices of the United Nations as an “institutional
that neither possibility is likely, but perhaps it is more efficient to re-conceptualize the appropriate scope of jurisdictional mandates within existing human rights legal accountability frameworks than to create a separate international regime of corporate accountability. In the specific context of the hybrid state-corporate enterprise, the nexus between the state and the corporate actor could serve as a basis for justifying the extension of existing and appropriate human rights accountability frameworks directly to the corporate actor involved. The scope of oversight assigned to these bodies could include direct scrutiny of the state’s joint corporate actor. To the extent these human rights bodies are already indirectly scrutinizing corporate behavior under a state-centered approach, the extension of such scope would not seem incongruous to their mission or overly burdensome. The state and corporate acts giving rise to violations of indigenous human rights under international law are likely to be based on similar facts and are likely to require the assignment of commensurate responsibility and accountability. Therefore, in the context of the hybrid state-corporate enterprise, it would make sense to treat state and corporate responsibility and accountability jointly.

Existing human rights bodies have not only been receptive to indigenous peoples’ claims but are now quite familiar with the human rights law applicable to indigenous peoples. Indigenous peoples have been particularly successful in bringing their contemporary claims regarding rights to lands and resources to relevant United Nations committees and commissions charged with overseeing various human rights treaties applicable to states. They have also been successful in litigating their claims via the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. These bodies are probably the best suited to undertake an analysis of corporate activity that impacts indigenous land rights.

While it may not be necessary to theorize an independent framework of direct, legal corporate accountability at the international level, should an
independent framework be implemented, it could also provide an effective locus for accountability. The U.N. Draft Norms, for example, offer the possibility of periodic monitoring and verification of corporate activity by “international and national mechanisms already in existence or yet to be created.”\textsuperscript{205} The U.N. Draft Norms, however, are not specific to indigenous peoples’ human rights and, in their current status, do not offer any binding authority.\textsuperscript{206}

Ultimately, a hybrid state-corporate approach potentially provides a significant deterrent to corporate actors who may violate indigenous land rights because it poses the consequence of direct legal accountability at the international level. This approach does not replace state responsibility with corporate responsibility or diminish state responsibility; rather, it dictates commensurate responsibility for the joint corporate actor and removes the joint state actor as a necessary intermediary in the imposition of corporate accountability. This result is particularly significant given the potential alignment of interests between the state and its joint corporate actor in a hybrid state-corporate enterprise.

\section*{V. CONCLUSIONS AND REMAINING QUESTIONS}

The discourse of human rights has indisputably served to raise indigenous peoples’ claims to the international level. Consequently, indigenous peoples have been able to effectively utilize the human rights frameworks of state accountability to protect their recognized land rights vis-à-vis the state. However, indigenous land rights have yet to be operationalized given, in significant measure, the impact of joint state-corporate activity and the lack of a systematic approach to treating the behavior of a joint corporate actor.

This Article ultimately proposes that while the human rights discourse suffers from certain limitations, it nevertheless offers possibilities for designing corporate responsibility and accountability, and thereby, could serve as a vehicle for operationalizing indigenous land rights vis-à-vis corporate actors engaged in a hybrid state-corporate enterprise. The challenge for indigenous peoples will be harnessing the momentum of the emerging human rights discourse of corporate responsibility and accountability in a way that effectively captures the specific nuances raised by collusive state-corporate projects on their lands. While voluntarist and state-centered approaches may pose lesser conceptual challenges to devising an international theory of corporate responsibility and accountability, these approaches are not necessarily the best suited to produce practical results given the nature of the state-corporate enterprise. To the extent indigenous peoples’ would be better served by the imposition of direct human rights responsibilities on corporate actors and a framework of direct legal accountability, the nexus between the state and the corporate actor offers a basis for exploring such possibility.

\textsuperscript{205} Commentary on U.N. Draft Norms, supra note 132, ¶ 16.
\textsuperscript{206} See U.N. Report Regarding Human Rights of Business Enterprises, supra note 102, annex III.
Under a hybrid state-corporate approach, the development of a corporate actor’s direct obligations could be based on indigenous peoples’ already recognized land rights. However, the substantive nature of the responsibilities would need to be assigned in proportion to those of the joint state actor and developed in accordance with the corporate form. To that end, theories of collaborative responsibility would need to be analyzed and the scope of a corporate actor’s responsibility would also need to be assessed.

The nature of the state-corporate enterprise also raises implications for establishing an effective framework of corporate accountability. Due to the state’s vested interest in the successful execution of the joint project, a state is less likely to engage in the implementation of effective domestic regulation and processes that hold corporations it’s engaged in business with accountable. At a minimum, domestic efforts are compatible with, and should be supplemented by, an international legal accountability framework.

Although existing international human rights frameworks may constitute appropriate forums for addressing corporate accountability, such frameworks would clearly require a conceptual shift to allow for the direct scrutiny of corporations. Currently, corporate actors can only bear indirect accountability via the direct international accountability placed on a state for allowing corporate violations. But again, due to the state’s vested interest in the state-corporate enterprise, it is unlikely that the state will, in turn, be willing to hold the corporate actor domestically accountable. Nevertheless, to the extent a hybrid state-corporate approach has yet to materialize, voluntarist and state-centered approaches offer viable alternatives.

The attainment of greater control by indigenous peoples over their lands and resources probably cannot be accomplished solely by imposing responsibilities on governments and funneling resources into indigenous capacity building. There is a missing piece of the puzzle, which is the need for systematic and effective corporate restraint. Corporate responsibility and accountability in the context of indigenous land rights is neither impossible nor inappropriate, but only largely un-theorized. It is time that approaches to corporate responsibility and accountability in the context of hybrid state-corporate activity are developed and tested with the aim of operationalizing the protection of indigenous peoples’ lands from the corporate actors that continue to reap significant benefits at the cost of indigenous peoples’ human rights.